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Imen J first thought of writing this paper it seemed
like an. insumountable task.

I certainly would never nave-

completed the task if it had not teen for the capable
advice and assistance of .several people*.
1 was bewildered in bite entanglement -of British**
American relations seeking a possible thesis topic when
I disinterred the name of dames JMnwoody Bulloch.

dames

Bulloch was- a Southern gentleman who had vision and
ability# He was as valuable to the Oenfederabe Wavy as
bee was to the confederate Army. Bulloch1# exploits
were not recorded in the history books as arduously ms
were those of northern Maval officers such as David §*
Farragut and David D. porter*

fate seems to reserve a

grave of 'Obscurity for men who fight on the losing side*
Without Dr* Paul B* Beck's capable assistance and
guidance,, this paper would never have been completed*
His expenditure of time and effort was greatly appreciated*
As any researcher knows, materials are the tools of
M i trade,- and Hiss ilia Jane Dougherty supplied those
tools time after time. .Due to her effort and advice ,1
was able to secure many valuable sources through

lil

inter-library loans,

cheerful assistance made the

task much nor* enjoyable,
1 would also life* to thank feb® Sspartnsent of History
at the Vanderbilt University,

fl***i»8ls the use of m e of

thslr doctoral dlassrtatlons on this subject, 1 wa® able
to glean tmeh pertinent information.
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Civil ter

om

must go'beyond the-

political disputes, -the military

history ■of the period*

'and the■social '

the conflict ■between ■the ■United

Stated and the Confederacy was a 'major event 'in Inter**
national affaire*

the shooting w w began

m. the Atlantic.

Ocean when the Confederates drove the steamer Sty of the
Went w a y from Fort Sumter on J&rm&ry §# 1861* the steamer
was trying to bring provisions to the garrison at fort
Sumter* fhe war- did not end at Appomattox but many 'miles
a w y in the Bering lea*

It was new the Arctic Circle

that the last Confederate cruiser, Shenandoah* captured
ten fanleee whaling, vessels on

Mm

I®, 1§S§, and ended

1

the last Confederate hostilities* "
fet the naval phase of the Civil ter has been
neglected#

Except for the battle between, the terrlmae

and the monitor and the sinking of the .Alabama by the
tearaargia little has been written about the Confederate
Havy.

Historians have tended to ignore what happened in

Europe or on the high seas • At the same time it was in
lyamee Punwoody Bulloch, fhe Secret Service of the
Confederate States in Europe Cr^ w L:r'l&"Coii^dera^
PiuMe^
"
i (lew Wlrki1'"1
'"'!*"^ fT'Wtoam1s

1

2

Europe that the fata 9t the Confederacy was determined.
The M U q r #f tlw Ittted States appears to have teen
decided In the chancellories of Europe, and except for
a few major land battles, the outcome was Influenced were
by what happened on the sea than on the land.®

Since

the Confederacy did net win many major battles on
the .high seas even Confederate historians have tended to
underplay .naval affairs*.

Pew officers in the Confederate

Mavy had an opportunity to use 'their professional naval
shills*

In fact few of them were employed in strictly

naval operations.^
The Confederate h o w Suffered a blow at the very
beginning of the war on April 19* l86l» when the United
States Government promptly proclaimed a blockade of all
Southern ports from South Carolina to Texas.

Many critics

of the northern Secretary of State, William H. Seward,
believed this action paved the way for English recog
nition of the Confederacy as a belligerent.

Some

historians have suspected that British leaders would
have recognized the independence of the Confederacy if
they had thought the Confederate States had a bettor
•than fifty percent chance ©f winning the war,1*

3
Jefferson §avi$* president- of the Confederacy* fiefe#
eared much for foreign diplomacy* but he knew that lie 'mat
to permeate European nations to back the Confederacy if.
me were. to win#

fo- to this* be.-ohose two men* William ■

Eowndes faneey ant Ambrose Bud ley liana.* to represent the
de facto Confederate. ieveramenb in ingland#

Both t e n u r e

failures in the world of shrewd European statesmen#^

On

the other hand* -the Confederate Botrorhsisnt did a much
better Job when they selected J&mss B. Bulloch to repr®-*..
sent the Confederate navy in England*

lie was clever#. ..

wellMnferiied* and dhib# aueeessfmi in carrying out his.-;.;:.
d u t ie s # ®

James J>« Bulloch was fbom. June t§* 1023# near Savannah#
ieorgim*^

lis great-grandfather# Archibald Bulloch# took .

an active part.in.the American Revolutionary War#- James
Bunwoody’e father# Major Jamas Stephens .Bulloch# was one ;
of the progressive.'men of M s day and backed the
the first steamship to cross the Atlantic ocean#-® James*father married twice | his second wife had a .girl named
Martha# who later married fheodore Roosevelt* Sr.#

So

%hiltp fan Boren Stern# When fee duns toared t World
Aspects of the -..American Civil W r Clew fork* Boubleday
and0ompany#190S)#pv IS*
®|Md#*-p* 68#
% u i l o c h # I* p# x#
8t

tarn* was tbs b#lf*brebher of Martha. ami Uncle to pitoiera
BooseveIt, who became President of the United State#.*
Bulloch also to# a half^brother named Irving* who late**
became ah officer of the.JJjhama.*^

Captain Bulloch spent

his early childhood hear the port of Savannah* hut he was
later takett.bo live at the family home* loaweli,,not. far ■
from present day Atlanta*.. In 1839 he entered the United .
'States. liavy as a midshipman*

for ten years he ,slowly

Improved.his,position in. a, branch of the services that
had hardly ohanged since the Revolution*

m

. Daring Bulloch* s

training he came in contact with some of the officers* who
were to command the Federal fleets daring the Civil War*
Bulloch:succeeded David Dixon forter to the command of
the- jeorgis* 'this steamer was the first'one subsidised"
by the United States' to carry m i l to California**^
Having experienced the opportunities in the private
flail, packet services* he resigned his commission and..
centered his private shipping interests around;Hew .fork*
He was still in the Mail, packet service when -the- Secession
crisis broke out in December of i860 and the early months
%*ucian Daman Khight* ieergla»s landmarks .Memorials
and Begends* Vel• if. ( ^ t l a n t a r w o f i r a T ^ W M ^
v J 5 » } # pr.a»,.
“
l%uiloch#

tj p*

x*

11Knight, 3tl# 319.

At the outbreak of war Smptaiti Bulloch was in

of l$ii*^

command of the steamer Bienville doing service between.
Hew fork' and Hew #rleans*

Georgia, Bulloch1s native

state, had seceded on January 19* 1861, 'but for another
two months there was. no direct clash between the United
.States

mi the Confederacy* in April 13th, however# when

he was preparing to tail from Hew Orleans, news arrived
that Fort Sumter in Charleston Harbor, South Carolina,
was under fire«*3

f&ptain Bulloch, being a Southerner'

at heart, offered his services.to the new Confederate
States -of'America*■ He was still in command of a ship
whose .owners were on the side .of-the. United States, and
the return voyage had not been completed* :Bulloch
explained to Judah f .* Benjamin, Attorney General

fm

the Confederate States at the time, that he would have
to bate the Bienville back to Hew fork, and 'return her
to those to whom'She belonged*

Upon arrival in Mew-fork

Bulloch would.then be ready for any service to the
Confederate Government*^
Bulloch was determined to return the Bienville even
though the de facto Confederate government needed the
12Patrlck C. Courtney, "Secret Agent Extraordinary,"
Confederate Research Review, Do* 2 (December, 1954,, p. 1,
%

i a

,

lttBulloch, I, 33.

6
ship*

Me was approached by two members of the Board of' War

while still- in Mew Cleans*

they wanted Bulloch to-sell

Bienville to the femfederate States* M l -dapiaih Bulloch said he had no authority to sell the ship*'1®

He

assured them he eeuli mot give up the ship no matter what
the'offer from the Governor,

they in turn informed him

that it would probablyhe necessary
force.* Bulloch feared

to bate the Ship by

as much, and so he decided to make',

a run for it on the morning of April 2Ath*^

Meanwhile,

the foveimor had telegraphed for instructions from the.
authorities at Montgomery*

Happily 'for Bulloch the

necessity for flight did not arise*.
. the reply from
yeffersom ©avis read* *&© mot-dotain the ■llemrlliei we '
do mot wish to interfere in any way with private
property**1^

the Bienville returned to Mew York,

after stopping off at Havana* and. arrived
evening of April find*

m the

AS soon as the Bienville' was'

berthed Bulloch was.informed by one of the managing
directors of the, company that she was to be used by
the- federal Qovemment to take troops to Washington to
protect against a possible Confederate attack*
refused to go on the enterprise*
iti::.!:..-’.!.'!!'":. n o r ‘■ '-*r^rrr'frra ;'T *-r~‘

Bulloch

Fortunately* he was
■.1■<i

ii-w atrtMMM-iiir...trrmmnw in—!■!

not pressed for reasons* -and he u s able to -retire without
attracting any special attention,

later on

in the mm

Bulloch recognized the Bienville oft the port of Savannah*
where she formed a fart of' the federal fleet*
It had been nine days since Bulloch had ‘
written Judah
Benjamin* and he had not received an answer*.^® He was in
some doubt as to what his

mxt moire should he:* He feared

postal and telegraphic intercourse he tween the United States
and Confederate Government would close at

mm moment.# His

fears were relieved upon finding a letter at his residence*
it must have been among the last to come through the regular
fnited. States mail*

the letter was brief and to the point*'

lr$he Secretary of the- Wavy desires you. to come to Mont**
gornsry without delay*
Bulloch casually wound up his business affairs* but
made no mention to his associates of M s intentions*

If

he had made a hurried departure he would undoubtedly have
been arrested.^®

Most llleely he was not detained because

he had. returned the Bienville, to lew font*

this action

tended to remove any 'suspicion of' his loyalty*

Gaptain

^%bieU* p. 35# Judah p. Benjamin was attorney*
fenemlT’Bf the Confederacy from February* 1861 to Sep
tember* l86l* He was Secretary'of War from September#
1861 to February* 186$« He also served as Secretary of
State# from .February* 1862* to Jtpril* 1865. ibid** p. 38*
^% b l d ** p.* 38*,

^Courtney# Confederate- Heaeapeh Beview# go* 2* p.* 3U

Bulloch returned to the Confederacy and arrived In
Montgomery on Ms? 7th.

Onoo ho wsa across the Kentucky

border ho felt ha would be free from the danger of 'being
asked at any moment to.fire an & m m m t of himself,

m

was informed by Judah ?. Benjamin that the Secretary of
the Confederate Savy, Stephen 1* Mallory, was anxiously
awaiting his arrival.

'■IHAffift % .

mm. m m m m m wmt* m m m m r n
fwim bo his appointment.as Confederate Seereiary of
the Wavy* Stephen

%* liailery had served as a member of the

Committee on laval Mfairs in the Whited States Senate«
"He was well versed in naval usage and naval law, and
he had a thorough knowledge of the organisation* etui.pmeni* and. general disciplinary rules of the lotted States
Havy

With such knowledge Mallory would have teen a

oredit to a w naval power, hut in the Cenfeder&ey he was
“ah'hrtieen without the tools of lils erb*'^

Pie seceded

States lasted all the vital'metals within their borders;
consequently# there was little manufacturing •and a poor
railroad system*^

fhe Confederacy was not even enable

of turning: out a complete marine steam engine*

They

lasted almost everything needed for shipbuilding*

M

%ulloeh* I* 00*

%IIliam Diamond, ^Imports of the Confederate govern
ment from .Europe and Mexico*n journal of Southern History*
VI (Pebruary-November, 1940)* 3B5-BCT
Joseph fhomas Durkin* 1liephen B* Mallory* Confeder
ate l a w Chief (Chapel Mill ,,,nttS S K B t:iI,CiroIi.nal
ir
" Ifnim m £ W '
H''
W ’
W r m 'SSrollna Press* 195*}/ p* ISO*

To offset the United States* naval superiority
Mallory burned to a plan for having ironclad vessels
built in. Europe.5

Despite the many Inadequacies, the

forests in the Confederacy were rich in naval stores.
However, it ins) few skilled naval workers* no iron*■and
lacked hath public and private shipyards,® fives Confeder
ate States had no ships constructed for war, nor did they
have a large merchant marine. ftie total of ships built
In 1@5^ in Southern porta was lass than that built, in
isaaags* in th® email state of Sew Hampshire.?
Some historians have found fault with Mallory for
not shipping all the cotton the Confederacy had on reserve
to England before the United States blockade was well
established,

these critics

m

shortage of Confederate ships*

to have overlooked the
Bulloch backed Mallory

by saying there were not enough Confederate vessels in
March of 1861 to transport the cotton to Europe in exchange
for newsy with which to build ® .Confederate Mavy.®

However,

%i3jid»» p. 153*
Rodimon, "29te Confederate Cruiser Florida”
(unpublished iiast@r*s dissertation* University of Slabama,
*939}* p» 8*

g&pt&ln Bulloch did feel that the fenfader&fe fmrei*a»ht
should have bought ail the private ships being used to
transport cotton and aloe should have assumed complete
control over the movement of cotton and supplies*-

this

action* he believed, would have out costs for the fevern*
ment and extended its political influence''in Suropo*®

In

1864 Bulloch*a suggestion was finally considered by'the
Confederate government.

If the trade had been handled

properly* seme authorities believe British recognition of
the Confederate States of America might have been
e x te n d e d

iecretarv Stephen 1, Mallory gave a report on
April 06* 3.861, to the Mavy Bepartment indicating his
plans and described the situation as followss
Wibh the necessary preparation effected* there
can be no doubt that ships can be constructed
within the Confederate States as economically
in any other part of the continent* but delay and
perse are necessarily involved in such prepare**
tier* the estimates submitted to the department
for constructing ships ejdiibii a difference of
SO per cent between the offers of builders who
are familiar'with and prepared for the con
struction of war vessels in northern ports -and
those of our own ports*
I propose to adopt m class of vessels hitherto
unknown to naval services* the perfection of a
warship would doubtless be a.combination of the
greatest known floating battery and power of
resistance! and such a combination' has been
diligently but vainly sought# with but little
regard to cost* by Oreat Britain and France*
Varr:--'--) Tin* ;^wi|i*rTii*r^*o;--;:*0;ttrTr-B*r-rri-r'--- - t - rinTiiir'ii>iiii V]Tfa,<ii fl -i-rrtrri#>'ri^nrtmi'ffi iili'irt'mT-mitiht*"flii 1ir.-‘-r^rnti—=--

r iT r r ^ i1^ " * 1* —**111 f j

Vessels bui.lt exclusively for ocean. speed., at
a low cost, with, a battery of one or two accurate
guns of long range, with an ability to keep-the
sea upon a long cruise and to engage or to avoid
an enemy at will, are not found in'their navies,
and only to a very limited extent in that of the
‘
United States# the speed and power of Whose ships
are definitely known. She latter power has built
.a navyj we have a navy to build i and if in the
construction of the several classes of ships we
shall keep constantly in. view the qualities of
those ships which they may be called to encounter
we .shall have wisely provided for our naval
su cce ss# **

Mallory went on to explain the need .for steam vessels which
could be advantageously employed against Northern commerce *
He had sought such vessels, but he stated they -were hard
to find and up to that time his agents had, purchased only
two— the Sumter and M e .lee * loth were being constructed
as cruisers and would be prepared for sea as soon as
possible*^

Mallory further reported that Side-wheel

steamers were unfit for cruising raen-of**war because of
the possibility that one single shot could disable 'the
whole ship*

propellers were being adopted by such naval

powers as England and ''France, -and he wanted vessels of
this type for the' Confederate Government« Such vessels
could not be found In the seceded States, so he recommended
^Eeporf of &* 1* Mallory to the President, April 06,
l§6j, in Official Bec|rgs-of the Union and Confederate
G§v£imtiiSni frlH£?ng%ffice? 1894-19275, Ser."!!^

Vol.* II, 51*

(Cited hereafter as CUM*)

iaXbld., p., 52.

purchasing or constructing them abroad*3^

secretary Mallory

also recommended that the use of b-imtor In the Confederacf
be made a government mojiopolsr when he abated thati
the preservation of forest timber for the naval

shipbuilding retnires the attention of iohgtoss*,.
Mo nation of the.earth possesses ship- timber
of etna! eneelienee or In equal abundance; and.*
while treat Britain* jyano#* and luasiu are oars*
fully .guarding and providing for the- preservation
of every forest tree of'their own useful for naval
purposes and mm obtaining .large supplies of spars
for heavy ships from our States# we can not- withprudence ignore the subject*3^
On duly 18# iiSl* ilullery made another report Indi**.
sating what progress had baton, place since April#

three-

steamers had been purchased* and all were armed-and equipped
at MewOrleans#

the Jaetoon had joined 'the

lumber* tore protection by naval

He. :&ne and

means for the coasts of

Louisiana and the Mississippi liver was' bo to .gained by
the addition of the five gunboats under construction# ®
fhe Confederate' naval -topwbatenb also purohased from- ■the
ibabe of Worth Carolina five small steamers# whose draft
of water enabled them to pass- through shallow inland

waters*

three side*»wheal steamers were -also purehased

from the- State of Virginia*^

14Ibid., p, 54.
■ 1%eport of Mallory %o the President, July 18, 1861,
ORN, Ser. II, Vol. II, f6»

■ifforts

m m also made to recruit seamen for the

fledgling Confederate Mavy*

the feitfaderabe tortne

■Corps at Pensacola had recruited a total, of 500 men
from the following classes*

seamen* ordinary seamen*

landsmen* and boys since March If* 1861 . & total of
500 additional men of these classes.was also employed
upon f§allosyfe request#*^
the Confederate Navy wag also trying be procure
lumber from, the voluminous Southern forests .to construct
Confederate- vessels*.but iron* the indispensable ingre
dient needed to develop a good fleet of naval vessels*
was missing*

Between March* 1861* and January* 1865#

the prt.ce of iron increased from. $25 to- $1*3#® per bon*
a tremendous Increase even if Inflation is considered*^®
17Ibld., *, 78.
^Bulloch, it 21. Blocked by the Individual states
in moves toward direct taxation* and cub off from export
and import revenues by the federal blockade* the Con
federacy was forced to depend almost entirely upon treasury
notes and bond issues to meet current expenses# Buring
the first eighteen months of the war the agents abroad
were financed chiefly by the use of letters of credit or
treasury warrants* and bills of exchange * Bills of exchange
were purchased from Southern banks and business firms with
Confederate money* and these businesses would ship gold or
cotton abroad to meet the bills* the rate of exchange
mounted rapidly* and soon became prohibitive* On January
m M 1862* gold .was. selling at twenty-five percent premium*
By October* 1862, sterling was worth 15®$ premium* and from
then ©n the premium rose rapidly to 1000$ by October* 1863*
Samuel Bernard fhompaon* Confederate, fnreh&slng Operations
Abroad (Chapel Bill* NortlT^iroITnar University
I w o W n a Press* 1935)* pp* 48-49*

15
At the beginning of the war there was

mt a Mill in. all the

Confederacy that could, roll a 3| inch plate
ftorfolk* firgliila, and f^naaeois* Florida, contained
the only public dockyards within, the Confederate terrl~
boPy*^®

neither of these naval- arsenals was complete*,

fhelr value as locations to outfit.cruisers for sea was
limited- because, the -Federal' Bevy had fortifications at
their entrances consisting of a; powerful combination of
ships 'and land batteries*-. A thorough blockade of norfolic
a&&!Pensacola was maintained by the Union forces throughout
the Waf*^
there was equal defiei@nc.ir with respect- to private
dockyards*, the conditions of soil* labor,- ami climate
had made the South'primarily agricultural rather than
fhe carrying trade of- the South, which con*

commercial*

sisted of valuable and bulky staples, had even'been
handled by vessels from Mew.England and Middle Atlantic
states

At the beginning of the year 1-861 there was

not within the whole -boundary of the Confederacy*.a single
private yard 'that had: the plant capable of building and
equipping a cruising, ship of even 'moderate offensive
^Bulloch, Z, 21. ■
2Q I b l d .

glXbid., p. 22.
ggI M d .

when president Davis of the Confederaey and his
Cabinet contemplated the paucity of supply and poverty
of Confederate resources, they concluded that a navy
had to be built abroad#^

As early as Aprils l86l, ■

Mallory was determined to send an agent to Ingl&nd to
buy or have constructed ships .meeting Confederate speci-*^:/
fixations*®.? Mallory., like his counterpart in the Worth,
Secretary of. the Mavy tideon Welles, was well informed
of recent developments in naval techniques^

lie was

interested .in an Iron^clad vessel and he knew Ingland' ,Vv.
was making great strides in shipbuilding because of
her competition' with:trance,^

ingland# with her

!V ■■K. i

skilled artisans and ample supply of iron,, seemed a. ■- .V
likely place to send a Confederate Waval ■agent*
Bulloch1a Mission
Upon'.nailery1-a request fames .Bulloch appeared at bhAv ■
Wavy department on the morning of May 8*
^%SM*
be similar to
1* D# Bulloch
Ser« II, Vol.*

Mallory wasted

A ship having moderate offensive power would
'the florid
tons or the Alabama-1024 tons*
'to S. E. Mallory, August 13/1881, ^ ,
!
II, 8:5*

^Bulloch, 1, 22.
25Ibid.
2^Phllip. Van Boren Stern# Guna Reared, p, 14«
2?Frank Lawrence Owsley# jr.# King Cotton Diplomacy.
Foreign Relation® of the Confederate States'"of America
(Chicago* University of Chicago Press, 1931)# pp. 394-95,

no words when 'he said,■.*J am glad, to see you*
be go to .Europe* mien can you start?**^

.% want you

Bulloch replied

he could leave iiwodiatelyi. although, he was.surprised; to
hear of-his assignment as he had thought that his service
would'he to assist in the Mississippi 'ftliref defenses.*^
Bulloch, nevertheless,

.nm ready fe.ie whatever he

could to assist the cause and stated later*
the South was outnumbered in population at least
five bo- one# in military and- naval resources the
disproportion was many times greater* the only
hop# of success'lay in the prompt an#'energetic
use of her whole strength, an# it was the- bounder*
duty Of everyone- to accept the positIon -an#
employment allotted'to him without cavil or
remonstrance *30
Mallory reminded Bulloch, of the sad plight of the Son*
federate Bavy, and he thought it ,,:ef prim# importance to
get cruisers at sea as soon as possible, bo' barrass the
enemy*# commer## ♦ * *

Mallory hope# this harras#**

meat of the enemy1a commerce would bring federal -snips-of*'
war bo the defense of commercial vessels an#, ■consequently,
weaken the blockade.

Bulloch made the following comment

concerning'Mullcn^r1# instructions*:
28Bulloch, I, 41,.

m
ieverbing to to© special object* of my miaaion,
te
impressed upon me toe wish of too
Government to get cruising ships of suitable
type afloat with the quietest possible despatch#
mm urged me to buy and forward naval supplies
of all kinds-without delay# He authorised me
to practice a wide discretionary power within*
toe limits of his general instructions* * *
faptain Bulloch was to buy, or have built in Ingiand*
six steam propellers to prey upon northern commayee*^
Mallory's instructions to Bulloch were as followst
Although these vessels are- required immediately*
and toe great importance .of purchasing rather than
encountering the'delay of constructing them is
apparent* it is not lea*, important that they
should possess the essential qualities desired*
.It may therefore be found necessary to construct
them*
Should you determine upon this course# it
will be necessary to adopt measures not only
to secure toe ends desired* and toe execution
of your contracts in good faith* but which, will
shield us from the errors as well as the undue
exactions of builders and constructors* it is
not necessary that this government should be
recognised in-toe transactions* and it will be
expedient for you to males your contracts through
toe intervention of some well known and estab*
lished Snglish commercial house • , * *
* * * * * # * « - - * *

*

*.

*-

• • * • * •

■* *

*

*

*

the class of vessels desired for immediate use
is that which offers the .greatest chances of
success against the enemy1s commerce, and in
their selection the department is unwilling to
limit your .Judgment* But as side^wheel steamers
can not be made general cruisers, and as from
toe enemy's force before our forts, our ships
must be enabled to keep toe sea, and to mate
*»*•

King Gotten,

p

extended cruises* propellers fast under both
steam-and canvas■suggest themselves to us with
special favor*3P
Furthermore* Mallory stated that large ships were
ujuaeoesaary*

the ships desired nee# be only -large'

enough to support **& battery of one or two heavy pivot '.
.guns and two or more broadside guns* being sufficient
against eoimmrm*n^

Mallory also gave Bulloch orders

to purchase ammunition* spare parts for both pistols and
carbines* and guns for tie army*

MA supply for each

vessel must also be obtained and 10,000 pounds of
cannon and t*000 pounds -of musicet powder.1*^
A$ an additional assignment lull©eh was to attempt
to recruit crews of able seamen in England*

To induce

enlistments* high wages* promotions* and prise money
were offered*

The vessels were to be prepared so that

no detention would'be necessary in. Confederate ports*
hence a supply of naval stores and provisions for a
Slx*montsh cruise were to be placed aboard#®®
Bulloch had his orders* but -his first, problem was
te get out of the Confederate States*

Only sailing

3 % . r , Mallory to J. D. Bulloch* May 9, l86i, ORN,
Ser. II* Tol, II* 64.
36lbid

■

.
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ya-aselg. were available; therefore* tie was ordered .to travel
through the extreme' western states and on into- Canada and
take a- ship there that would go- directly bo England*

He

made his ietirney without incident and.arrived in'Mvarpeol*.
ingland*- t o t %* ■lBSif ,aboard the steamer torth ImerAo&-» ^
Fraser* fpentolm and Company
When to arrived in England* Bulloch presented himself
to the financial agents of ‘
the ionfederacy^^litss‘
rs* 'Praser#
frenholm and. Company*

fhey were a Liverpool branch of the

Charleston banking firm of lohn Fraser and .Company which
40
was headed by ieorge 4*. fretool©*
George a* fretool©
remained in Charleston^ and an arrangement was ©toe by
which cotton of the Confederate Government was to be sent
to the Company to be drawn against by.the purchasing agents
of the Confederacy*

thus, early In the War the Confederacy

had: set up a branch of ttolr treasury Pepartmeob in. England*

^Courtney * Confederate tosearch Beview* to* i* p..* l*
^%rooks Mams* nfhe Seizure of-the Baird j W f **
Ifaasaotosetts .Hlstorlcai Society Irocetotlgl7m$w' ffeetober* ‘
Igil-June; I$lSyi £§&+ George ''XV''trenhoXin,"later Secretary
of the Confederate treasury, became a senior partner-in both
firms by an agreement in X&S3* ‘The firms of fretool© and
Fraser had. an'interlocking directorate* and they had been
associated for many years before the war. Samuel Bernard
fbompaon* Confederate furehaaing Operations abroad* (Chap®!
Hill# lortlT^SlSIInlT' University' wTGriE^arolISE fre-ss*

If is difficult to calculate the immense
Company be the Confederacy*

m l m of this

fhe financial, difficulties of

dealing with a .foreign country that did not officially
recognise. the Confederacy could hay#

been insiirmountatle

to the Confederate (toverament if Fraser* frenholai ..and:
Company had not filled this void with their serviced*
.the -toerlean bankers* headed by Charles, S*

trioleau*

received Bulloch with cordiality and trust*- ho Confederate
funis had boon deposited with them* .and yet they authorised
Bulloch to give out such orders as

m m of ■pressing impor-

tsnce*
the stage for Bulloch1s arrival had already been set
by daptain daieb lues* who had preceded Inileeh be England*
Bulloch* a negotiations ,for. vessels were greatly .facili
tated by Muse1a earlier efforts*

dapfcain

Mum had been

sent to Europe by the Confederate' far Department bo
obtain ordnance for the army*1^

Supplied. with,, don-

federate ■moneyivBulloch had been able to buy naval
ad Sees** 3.878* .Executive Doe* fOI* I* Mo* $1* p* ^fl* .
(fited hereafter, as jg^ecubiye Documents* vbl* 1# Mo* 31*)
^Bulloch* I* 58* Oharles IC* Prloieau was a citisen
of the United States* but when the war broke out. he was
dispatched to .
England and became a naturalised British
subject., frioieau was to take charge of. the Liverpool
business and manage the .firms affairs in England*
l&eeutlye Documents, Vol* 1* Mo* 31* p* jjl*

.supplies and get construction started on the first foreign*
Wil t Oonf©derate cruiser within a month*a time*
fhe fact that Bulloch* from the very beginning# was
able to got ionf©derate vest©.!©: such
jgijjgjgft'to sea was due to

m the Alabama-and ,:
•j<>>jii ill i r71.1

me financial backing of two

o«^l>aniea^*fraa#ri freaholm and Company and Fraweetb*preston ant dcm^any*^
Early Financial Problem#
In spite.of

m m initial successes Bulloch encountered

discouraging circumstances in hit efforts to secure ships
for'the #onfeierat#';foirernment*

-fte .emn.learned that-the.

actual manufacture of ships demanded Immediate payment
before construction1could he started*

hs

fullest* also

found that the Unites States agents in England were
buying munitions' in' large, imiounts*

1Pia.se federal agents#:

supported by. a .government which was fiscally sound# .actually
were bidding against each other*
prices to their
fia.1 buyer * ^

this# of course# increased

gemmmnt .and to that of ■any other potent

fhe :initial funds Bulloch had to work with

as of dUly were as follows!

$600*000 cash.* $400*000 in

^gxjgautlya .documents#: Voi*. I* Mo* 31* p* 99*
Frioleau'tinti^uced''l
BuI16ch to Fawcett* fresien and
Oompany, who fitted out the Florida♦ Ibid*
», Bulloch to 8* 1. Itellwpy, August 13* 1861,
ORM, for, II, Vol* II, 83,
46Ibid.

' MU # of exetaaog* on

and a latter of credit on the

bank of fetverpeot for f200*00®*^7
Bulloch also found himself confronted with problems
other than finances.*

in August 13 he reported to, Mallory'

that after careful inspection 0 #' many vessels in Ingland
he failed to find a single wooden steamer fit for war
purposes#

the iron ships were "too thin in the plates

and# light in the deck fraises and- stanchions to carry
guns of much weight*"^®

'Bierefore# Bulloch signed a 00 m

tract with two eminent builder#- to construct vessels for
the Confederacy*

However# they would not start eon*

struction until Bulloch had procured the necessary funds*
Meanwhile* the builder# did -agree upon plans -and estimates
with Bulloch while they were waiting for the funds.

By

duly 2? Bulloch had the proper amount of money# and the.
contracts were completed*^

the money sent to Bulloch

was only about one^fchtrd of the sum required to fill the
contract#! hut* the builder of the first ship* assured
by fraser# frenholm and Company that they would he
responsible for the first payments* began work before
the fund# arrived*

the second'ship# however* could

•tftr1)—H-wt••trnnfi-rnr*—?:tfi:)wr*lrrr'r»triT'wit*''’i'",“tF
ffii':i'i -‘Yr***ll,*i*‘'*' • ' ■ « r i . rr‘-*'"m""1,11"•'"■■■1,1

i"":»""*'‘ [■'1

not- fee started until the money was ready*5i Bulloch also
purchased guns# shells* .and clothing* but he reserved
#i|§#§0§ t# buy a fast steamer in case such a vessel was.
necessary for future Confederate strategy#®^ in iep«*
temfeer 26 Mallory informed Bulloch he was sending him '
■$100*§00 through the house of Eraser* freiiiola and
temjpany* but the Confederate agent was not to- .receive,
this money until October*^
Along with M i money problems Bulloch, face# the
problem of working. with other Confederate purchasing
agents* Much fighting an# Jealousy existed* with littleoverall coordination

they compete# for available

funds an# went their separate ways, in negotiating eon*tracts an# fitumeing their purchases.#®® Bulloch felt
they needed a head mmt too often one agent was paying
cash for a ship in one yard and. payments were overdue
for a ship in -the adjoining yari*^' Besides these agents

5gIbid.. p, 86.
53S|S*> »* ?l*
^Virginia Bulloch Willis, "James Bunwoody Bulloch,"
Review, MMti' (October-, '19^6^, 39©:
'

-^Charles S. Davis, Colin J. Me Rae, Financial
for
the
Confederacy 1h(TuseaioosaT
Alabama! n^EFSSerale
JWEI
£tr«f
i.rti3r,
T
S\ ^ iiA

„ ....*> p* |§». It was not until September I% 1663*
that Bullochls advice was followed and a m m fey the name of
Oolin J* Me lae was appointed chief financial agent in

commissioned by the .
Mi^ederafc©. aoydWment#. there

mm'

other groups of agents- from the different Southern Statesj
consequently# the actions of all these agents caused '
confusion, and conflicts*'^By the fall of 1862 the supply of specie# letters of' credit# and M i l s of- exchange placed in Europe forGonfederabe agents was near e3$taustlo»*®®:

M of March.?#.

&S62* $l#igl#®#0 had- been flipped to Eraser* frenholm and
flompany- and deposited to the- account- of the Eonf©derate
Government* ^
Europe* ite-was to be the sole depository# except'for- some
money placed on deposit with .Eraser# frenholm and. Company,
and he' would ,dispense all funds for both War and Mavy
Bepartmeiita* He also was to handle -any cotton certifi
cates, bonis#-or other security: redemption# I M d * # p# St*
Mo -Me# for ail practical purposes# replaced -SiSEs Spence#
who was appointed financial, agent for the Confederacy in
Liverpool On August IS#- l@6a* Hi©hard Cecil fed-d# Jon*'
federate finances fAthena# Georgia f iniversify of gSSpgifc
K e S I T T S ® # | p * M T f # Along with Spence#.■Mela©* Bulloch#
and Muse there was m Edward 0* Anderson* -Mr* Anderson
Had been sent to Europe in M y by iecreta^r of War# M* ft#
wiher# to purchase supplies of all types*- He was to
cooperate with Hus© but had authority over him* He
returned -to the South in September' satisfied with Has©*'a
arrangements* Frank 1,* fandiver fed»1* Confederate
Blockade Running |hrough Bertt^da
_ .
eXa3t
versi y o
exas

26
file shortage of foreign exchange caused the Confederate
authorities to use cotton as a basis for establishing,
foreign credit*

flue tovernment started acauiring cotton

and offered this as. security for the various types of cotton
certificates and bonds sent to Europe*

On September 20*

1882* major fames 1* Ferguson was sent to Mverpool with
|I*000*000 of

$0 bonds to seal and try to raise money, for

buying snips

this money was part of to# $5*000*000

Spence bad been authorised to- sell earlier*

leeeipts

from these two men were to be applied to levy contracts
made by Captains Bulled! and fames- H.» Hortli*^C©nfederate
Isvai agent in charge of shipbuilding in Scotland,.^
Cotton certificates were: also soli in Europe • the
main type preferred by the first. Confederate' Secretary of
the treasury* Charles $» Memminger* was one that called
for a certain number of bales of cotton with a stipulated
price per pound*

the oottm was- deliverable at certain

ports at the option of the holder*®^

"fbe certificates,

were demandabie only after peace* and within six months
thereafter* * * *'w^
6°lbld.. p. 179*
^Ijbld., p. ISO,
6aIbld.

If the holder of -the certificate

wanted his cotton earlier* he could get it by trying to run
the blockade* paying a premium* and paying transportation
costa to certain Confederate porta istere he could pi#lc it
up*

By December# 1862* lulloeh was growing restless due
to a lack of sufficient funds*

fhe Confederate Government

at this time was attempting to negotiate a 'foreign loan
with a French banking concern.* and Bulloch hoped this
Erlanger loan would supply- him with the money he so
desperately needed*®®
Hus# spent approximately $6*000*000

in Europe* and

by December, 186%, Fraser* frerholm and Company listed
outstanding drafts by other 'agents totaling approximately

^%t the urging of Mid#!!, the Richmond authorities
on January 2 9 * 1163* accepted, the offer of the .french
banking house of Emile irlanger and Company to float a
£§#.000*000 issue of foreign bonis* bearing 8 percent
Interest* Bondholders mi4# offered an option of two
methods of redaipSioni . first*, in .Mew irlrnmm middling
cotton at the rate of six. pence a pound at the end of
the war1 and* second* upon demand before hostilities
ended in cotton to be delivered at certain points within
the South* navis* He .Jtae* p* A0.* Bit to discounts*.,
interest* and coimnisSioEi' the Confederate Dovornmsnt
only realised a net profit of around % 1*283*§30* .Jbhn
C* Schwab* fh# Confederate .States of America* I86l^l065i
A Financial '^d^^ugtrl'jSI
i£®$Stt 'KSrS#s":ri
Scribner1'# MSET

tmo J. Gorgas to J* A* Seddon# February 3* If63?
in M m M J M Rebelliont Official Records of t M Cnion
and confsd#rat# lliilis fISTvole*1 Washington Pw*i
liSO^lfOlJ* Ser* 1?* Vol * I!*
382*44., (Cited ;h#reafter as ORA *)

$&*5O0#O00# * .tollable figures indicate that Bulloch,
spent at least ^900*QOO«.^

Congress one# appropriated

$1D#<KM>*000 for tbs Havy Department* -bat it was one
thing, to vote credit* and mother to- mice it available *
Bulloch*s financial wots were further complicated

tey British laws.* lulloeb was. to discover that once .he'
had sufficient financial sources to contract for English*
built'Vessels he would encounter an even more fermMabls
task of evading maritime laws- established bf treat Britain*

®%e$d* jonfeferate finances.* p.* W L
« % J. Me Mae 1© J, A* Seddon, July h, 186ftj ORA,
Ser, I?# Vol. ill* 525-89.

Financial problems plagued Bulloch throughout his
stay in England, ton* an equally perplexing obstacle was.
i
provided by. the British ..foreign Enlistment Act.
This
p

mt waa introduced by, iaorge Oanhtng &nd became a. law ■
in 18I9;
# it was feunded on a- similar 'act passed by the .■
fnited ■States:in 18X§,*^ baring the paried of bastion,
foilwing ■tHa alas# of the Mapoieonle Wars, ireat.Britain'
was allied with Spain*..- -Sheiiad. helped,-.Spain become
liberated from Wapeleonf-e armies^ and had signed a ■treaty
wit'll nor former Iberian enemy,

©no precision of the

treaty prohibited English subjects.from famishing,
actual

mmmitim or any other warlike. article bo

% n excerpt of the British foreign Enlistment Act
is recorded in Appendix A 'on page 1 2 2 *
%eorge fanning {l?7®~l827} was British Under-*
Secretary for foreign. Affairs from .1796 to 1799 and
.foreign Secretary from IS07 to 1809. Sir ilewellyn .
Woodward# tee fee of Be form* tel* XIJS of tee OxfordHistory■
■bfTjmSS^.*
'' #Sv¥Tr dfeorge Clark■1331■yol0TT
Sonlont
w i Sniversity'.fress, 19&0# p. §§♦
%xeeutire Booaiaents, Vol* 1,* Mo.* 31# P0» 47-48*
I.i. i. i i . i rir,. .—

^ . ..1,1.

.mm.
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in
revolutionists in American aoionies held fey Spain***
English Interests hod® anforcomant of m a treaty
unlikely as England hod warehouses full of unsold goods
and thousands of discharged soldiers after the war#
f m soldiers knew no other professions,! consequently,
the promise to Spain wee completely ignored* Ships of
war and transports filled with supplies were fitted out
In British porta fey English subjects who were sympathetic
with the tetin Americans struggling for independence.
As many as ten thoussnd former British soldiers# acting
Independently# were serving in the American colonies
held by Spain in 1019.® England had statutes pro
hibiting service fey its subjects in the armies of
other established powers# and Spain protested against
this interference * But these protests wore to no avail
because no mention was made in the statute about enlist
ment m

revolutionary «mmmni»6

Until the shipbuilding activity of th© Confederacy
in England, no serious attempt had been made to interpret
the British Foreign Enlistment Act J
Wilbur Bavereua: Jonas*
wiwwwie

■
iwwsww*

Richard Cobden, a

member of'toe House of Commons* 'felt Eord dohn Russell*

ieeretiiry of foreign Affairs* was wrong to- retiring.'
luitei .States agents to England to .holiest evidence to
prow tost the confederacy Mas violating too Srltlsti
foreign'-Enlistment Act*® Me-oven went so- far -as- to>
suggest' that too net -to amnio# to mice- it'illegal for
-Individual shipbuilders to ^build11 snips for foreign
governments#

to September of 1861-Russell gave this

'interpretation of ..toe foreign toiiebmeat -Act*
toe boundary between building a 'vessel as
article of merchandise to be soli to a belligerent*
an# building a vessel with Intent that'toe should
be employed In the- service of a known belligerent#'
mlsiig' war on' a state .not:.at war1-with toe %ue@n*.
is difficult of definition * * * * Mo such par*
bieal&rs me -stated fin the- foreign Enlistment
AebJ in toe ease of vessels of war§. tot toe
-general spirit of English law- requires, toe -proof'
of facts and circumstances uoon which a prose*
cutien or action Is founded#
By October itnsseli--w-ae in 'a'state of perplexity over- toe
InHstment Act. --Me decided-that an appeal for mediation:
to the participants in toe war'might be a -substitute for
%reab Britain# 3- Hansard1.
,

CEIQtll

I25k+

foiled-toraaf1
forIff . . . ...._ .

.Richard'-Oobden f1804*1865} was a small f a i w r l E o .became
m businessman and tools part in Manchester municipal
politics* 'He was offered the presidency of the- board,
of trade by Palmerston in 1839 • He was pro-Mnited
States and-he was against toe building of Confederate
ships- in English ports * Woodward, fhe Age of lefforta*
m i * 120*
9lbld., pp. 125-26.

amending the act#®

Prime Minister Palmerston felt

Russell :|s warning to persona violating the act would
only apply to English subjects*
Confederate

He did not think that

§mmmmm b# which ordered the

ships and applies# came under their jurisdiction*

the editors of the times saw the act as &'domestic 'law
intended to protect England* and

m other interpretation

of it could give cause of .grievance to any foreign
country*^®

the limes editorialised that the Enlistment

Act did not forbid selling unarmed ships* that these
vessels were on a legal -par with arms and gunpowder*
and were subject to■seizure if caught three miles from
a ■neutral port by the United. States*

possibly the

Iniistment .Act was inadequate and did favor a
power* but it was still the law#^

mmk naval

She limes influenced

■and reflected opinions of the educated class and.* to
IfA
some degree* official government opinions*
Palmerston
said that an oath-of confirmation stating good evidence
was needed, in order to seise a ship* and that the Union
dovernment had mo call for' complaint against'Britain
^%omes# Confederate terns, pp* 8&*8l*
Cna i a». p» 07*
*%he Times (London), *Oy

&k9

1863« P. 9*

13SMi*
-^Kphralm Douglas Mams, great Britain ana the i»n«.
Civil War (2 vols.j London: Longmans, Green and Company,

7TT91.

"

for her enforcement of tee Enlistment Aet*^

if the United

States officials felt there wag a Eolation of the Enlist*
m n t Aat* they tenld appeal to tease 11 who would in tern
ate for an investigation by tto Board of Customs*

the

Beard of Customs would ash the loeal easterns officials to
investigate# and the information, gathered would eventually
filter fcaeic to the 'Mm Offloers of the drown# who would ■
.malce the final, iteieiett. relative to proaeomtion of possible
offenders*

fhe decision reached by the law ifffoers of

the drown was then relayed to Bussell# and: Bord Bussell
informed tearles

Wr&mte teams# the toeriean Ambassador

to ireat Britain# a# to what notion would fee t&fcen*
the Biitlali.

intei^reted tee

tg

mt to mean teat

proof of' illegal eetivlty was needed prior to seizure of
any Brltlte^feuilt ship*^

After Harte S?# 1363# tee British

Bereroment was determined to seize any ships teat were
IS
.apparently intended for me fey the ionfederate navy* w
Hits sudden change in British policy seems to have been

^%ougias h * Maynard# tsfnion Efforts to prevent tee
tee I
Mssissipnl
valley iiiatorical
Escape of tee Alabama****» ffec
fe
^%artin
Bufeerman# iiarlts £
-{Boston* Houghton Mifflin fdlpSy* '

greatly influenced fey action of the Congress of the United
■■■States which resulted in passage of the "privateering

(:

■■.this bill was introduced ■in .Congress
of IfiNSt* and'authorised tee president to .issus,letters'
of mareue ■■and pnvateering* ■ Seward sal#, tee purpose :of\;
the proposed measure was t# permit privateers to seek for

m e m Is of a similar ■.
■type* iewar# sow this as an attempt to. m g m & m a militia

and capture tee ■Alabama er!other

of tee ;sea*^

Bussell apparently; felt that if tee don- "-."

federates' were .successful -in breaking, tee United States-,
blockade, a flood of these Northern privateers might
■still render effective tee closing of tee fenteern ports*'
■;
$bts blockade was an'’important weapon in tee Unite# ttsbes1'
war program*^
Charles |h Adams felt that fey January# 186%, there'
was a growing conviction in .England teat tee ■Southern
rebels an# Confederate sympateitere should fee cheated ♦
Be was informed ■teat' tee British.Oovernment was coribemplating prosecution against certain shipping firm at
|*iverpool an# principal officers of tee dockyard at
i^ji#iji^

w»i^i

I IIjifmrwijfi#I

rfni.i■«n»*F.Xjiw > ii|jn un\
Kt!■

HIIjiii.. j 10.■•Iiwjyit,illIifcw.11.0«~r<.t>wprwi i ■WwriMiiW*»»■*»;«.r*»ajwi•.1

^ % * B* Adams, ireat".Britain an# .American iivll war#
.If* 137*38*

Bheevmm for the- violation of the Enlistment Mt*2® In a
note to one of his friends on January 14* 1864* Bulloch
teemed to agree with Adams1 observations an# said:
this result has not surprise# me* for the iniis**
ereet mrnmr in white men have been engage# and
sent about has been freely commented upon# an# in
anticipation of trouble I have kept entirely clear
of the parties engage# in these movements*' ■thus
action of the authorities absolutely closes ingimni
to you ms m recruiting ground., unless you in person
make an arrangement with someone in France to
deliver you m m at so mute a head* that is the
mamer in which 1 managed in. the crew of the
Alabama* an# thus did not mm® in contact with
Sly Or the men until they were .actually on board
ship# and were teyon# the jurssiictlon' of England*,
.for any fctifederete States officer to atteamt
engaging men here now would insure his getting
into trouble* besides ending te failure! because
I am sure 'that agents of the fmotee consul would
offer their services^lth the express latent of
lodging information*^'
the Queen*s freclamation
Captain Bulloch was given a preview of what to expect

tmm the British. Enlistment Act when the freci«ati.on of
Neutrality was issued by Queen Victoria on May 13# l86l*2^
■this proclamation was- partly the result of pressure by
pro-Unite# States members in parliament . Prior to the
Congress, Senate, doreegpondencfe ffoneernlng
glalms .teainst treat iret-gin, ISSinlcSi^^
Executive''BocuiSiifS^fSf* HIT Mo* 11* pp.* 464**6|J fBiied
hereafter as Executive Beaumonts* ?ol* II* tie* ll|*
^Ihld** p* 4?t*
^ f o r a copy of the Proclamation of Neutrality see
Appendix B on page 124* J

|6
pointing or the Proclamation there m s a eontlnaai Barrage
of questions from Englishmen m o were pfe^ttnited States
as. to how the goTOffimeni would treat' shipbuilding Xn
English'porta if construction were -attempted,*^® three
i^nths after the proclamation was published# Bulloch
wrote to Mallory and informed him.- that this Proclamation ■
was almost an exclusive ■harrier against shipments to' the
■ienfederaeyf
English shipowners# partly from dread of the
consequences and partly from loyalty, w r y
generally decline talcing anything contrafe&nd
of-war- as freight# an# to indues m g person .
to engage in furnishing or forwarding supplies
for the Confederate states,, requires at much
seeret negotiation and the employment of so
many middle -men# 'that the w r y maneuvering
necessary to complete .an arrangement seems to
esolte and direct suspicion*^®
ilmilar declarations of ■neutrality were made fey
9rait$$* Belgium, the Wetter!ends, ipaifi* ftsiasia* Prussia*
and fortugal*^

M l proclamations claimed impartial

neutrality and were supplemented from time to time- fey
orders m l wgulatioiis from th© Admiralty of each of
the respective countries#

these orders defined the

conditions which would allow the ships of the fnlted
^S§* B* Adams# treat Britain and American glvA,l War,
I# 94 k
'*■~
H* Bulloch to- i* 1* Mallory, August 13* 18§1#

m m * ier, II# Voi* tl# 84*

^%emard, Historical Account of ffsutrallty# p* 134#

m
States and the fonfedoracy to tate refuge in t^niral prli*^
to mate repairs and to get supplies*.^ Bulloch gave the
following as the chief* restrictions specified in these

■* * » that m ship should reinforce her- crew or
sate greater alterations and refairs than were
necessary to ensure her safety that the armament
should not he eiianged or increased* and' that no
ordnance or1other Sescriftion of store® classed
as 11contraband of war* should be ■taten.'on board!
that the quantity of coal to fee taken should be
no more than enough to carry her to the nearest .
■port of her own country* and after receiving that
quantity -she should not enter any harbour of the
sate neutral power for another supply until the
expiration of three months* except fey special

pewissioii^-^

tn the queen1a proclamation of neutrality she made m
attempt to apply the British foreign Enlistment Act to the
American crisis-.*^ Ephraim

3* Adams* professor of history

at Stanford University* explained -that in form and safe*
stance the frociamatlon of leutrality did .not differ
.from previous proclamations issued fey other countries in

.similar situationsi
It Spoke of the Confederacy as 11states styling
themselves the fonfedepate' States'of America*”
prohibited to Englishman enlistment on either,
side* or efforts to enlist others* or equipment
of ships of war* or delivery of commissions to
■such ships, far vessels feeing equipped in
•.t.^r~'“T : — r~-"-j'j-^'--^,-t';'-.-';nr,'n ‘"ri[- ':'Tfii'i!Ji lyr'T^inrinc r ^ n—^tT r

:

:
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28Bulloch3 1, 54.

3%,» D. Adams, Great Britain and American Civil War,
I, 94-95.
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British ports would be seized and forfeited be the
British devevMent* If a belligerent wardship came
lute a British port# mo change or increase of
eomipaetit was to be permlttei. If a subject
violated the proclamation he was both punishable
in British Courts ami forfeited any claim to
British protection *31
parliamentary

M m m m l m later defined more clearly,

the application of the .Proclamation*

the belligerency of

^■he jii facto Confederate tovoammemi; was recognised# bat
de Jure recognition of toe Confederate States of America
was mot grated*.

England also recognised toe right of the

Confederacy to send out privateers# and the official
British govornmnt .refused to grant the 'fmlbtd States
legal right to treat toe crews of such vessels as pirates*
British subjects# however# were warned that they would
forfeit toe claim to government protection if they engaged
to serve on a Confederate privateer.

Wm British Covem-*

ment further maintained that respect .for the blockade of
the Confederacy would be conditioned by its effectiveness#

*at least to toe point where a vessel attempting to pass
through was'likely to be captured*-11^

to June i# 1861#

the Proclamation was followed by Admiralty orders ^imier*
dieting, toe armed ships ami privateers of both belligerents
from carrying prises made by them into toe ports# harbours#

roadsteads.# or waters of the united Kingdom# or'of any of
Her liajeety1# Colonies or possessions abroad*11^®
fit# 'ihltei States -integrated to# ftteente f r m M m M t m

m mm unfriendly gesture* ■Chari## franels Warns# United
States Minister to Ingland„ wrote Secretary of State#
Million :
K* Seward* that tit# action, taken- by inglait# was
#• little more rapid than was actually called for by the
occasion* '-'Mtoft telb a little ■f»r#

have been'.
!

taten to form a mere complete■estimate of the relative'
force- of the contending- Powers and of the probability of
any issue of long duration*

the' freclamation had a

tendency to present the- Gonfedsrate Government to toe*
world as ■one- of' form and substance* ■-Mam

contended that

the proolamatlon reacgnisei to# teiligetenoir of toe fetr* .
federaoy before -to# .States had ever' -illustrated their
capacity to maintain any hind of warfare except within
f

on#' of their m m harbors and tinier every possible-:
advantage * Adams was convinced'that toe proclamation
had 'considered to# fonfederacy a maritime power before .
it had ever exhibited a single privateer upon the
ocean *3^:
■fti# ■English froclamation of'neutrality was a con-cession to toe Confederate Government and a blow to the
3%ernard* Miaforical Account of Neutrality* p* 133 *
^twsley# ling Gotten* pp. §9-60.
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f h l t t d § t u f a s i n 'that i t t ^ o o g n l s e d . t h e - i c m i t e r n S t a t e *

m

the restrictions Imposed upon the
cruisers of hoth fhe Ooiifeieraej and the United Sf&fes
through part.le»ntarr;interpretation and additional
orders# were oisarlr more fenrdento» and perplexing.to.the fonfeierao^ than to- the United.States*^
the United States had doohyard# on the Atlantia ■toast
and

h©m port» open to their ships for shelter* repair*

and euppir*

their diplomatic agents were in all parts of

the- world to receive appeals in.ease of unfair treatment*
the Unite# States had credit an# financial hacking the
.world ever* an# each eamisltig, ship- could he. furnished
with .ample funds through recognised hanker# *3?
federate cruisers had none of these advantages *

Con

M the

hioetole.increase# in effectiveness# the cruising vessels
were deprive# of safe entrance into house ports*.

In the

ports of Prance an# Bngiani Confederate cruisers could
depend upon uniform an# consistent treatment* hut In
ports of other countries their treatment depended upon
individual sirs#atliies -and.the opinions of .local
authori ties* 38

f * 3* Hull*«&$ga3; 'IMiir
there were., however, basic we&taesaes

in the. British

foreign inlistmeab Act* and as .an aid la detecting these#
Bulloch hired f* S* Hall# a lawyer in Mverpool, who con
tinued as Bulloch*s legal advisor throughout the w&rJ®
Bulloch described Hall as# % prudent* cautious* eeneei^
eitbious advisor*11 and said that ^throughout all those
troablotts

times he found hi® a watchful and safe

mentor ■* # *

who tti informed of all important brans■Sit
actions and was consulted .in regard to all contracts* A'
In most oases Hull was competent to deal Independently

with the legal problems as they arose*

Bat when Balled*

began his work in Ingiand #ne case involving the for
feiture of a ship ’
had eren been brought to trial under
the .foreign Enlistment Act#'1* and hence there were
precedents to guide Hull*^

m

Bulloch commented on this

problem*
If the Act prohibited the building of a. ship for
a belligerent under all circumstances, and imposed
upon the builder the onus of proring that there was
no intent to atm her beyond British jurisdiction,
it was important to knew .it# because if that was
the law, m m iy concealing the ultimate purpose

from toe builder would net protest the property
from seizure and forfeiture*^
fm determimimg

the answer

to this question* Hull sought

the oonshltotion of hie peers in the legal profession*
He drew up & general proposition in order to secure a
reply wholly witoont h e
barristers*

and admitted it to two

fhe^iu*swer of toe barristers ^embraced a

full, exposition of toe lot in its bearing# upon toe
question of building ami.equipping of ships la Her
' " *
' “
'H
H&jesbyto dominions*11 ■ the interpretation which .lull

m follows*
l* It It no offernes under the M t for

drew from toe iwestigation was summed up

British stoleeto- to equip#- -eto## a-'totp ■afc=' •
some aouitbry without her. fgajesty*# dotomioms*
though toe ■ittltof" Se to omite- against ;a
friendly Ibat#.*
^

i* It is no offense "for amr person {subject
or no-m&jeatj to ■equip -a.:-shiifwithin;her •'
lfaje#t|rfs dominion## if It be aof^iohe with
•the imtomb to cruise against t m t M l f itoto*.
.$.*: toe mere building of a ship.within her
Majesty*s domihltos by any person {subject or
nob subjeet| is mb offense# ’toatever ’may be the

this aet# therefore# plated mo penalty on shipbuilder or
ship# provided toe vessel

m m mot equipped for war*^

D* Mams* Great Britain and American Civil War,
II, 116*17.
*

that tn organising * #eni^de«be
Mavai force abroad, the operations *iw*re carried on with
strict .regard to local

lm*n^

She legal, brief as

furnished by lull diselesei. the manner in which this
alight fee done * £$ interpreted fey lull, all that was
necessary ift W d e r t* lce#p-‘Witlii.ii'the letter of the-lair
was 'to secure the separate parte of an expedition and

fmm

them assembled at some distant rendesyous beyond the British
iostinions*

tulleeh made the awmngementa to follow loll’a

advice- which meant a great deal of secrecy and caution in
completing contract# for the construction of" the- ship#*
Inch part was supplied by e iifferent business .interest-*
Supplies for the ship such as gens*' hai to fee pit aboard
one ship and then transferred to the warship''at
or nimtral place*

m m hidden

M l of this was made necessary because

of the Foreign. Enlistment Act*

Violation of this act.

m m M m m forfeiture of the property and arrest' of the

federal Surveillance
liillm .Bulloch and' M s fonfederate ships seemed assured
of mere consistent treatment in french and .English ports*
he was becoming more 'and more aware, of the fact that his
^Bulloch, I, §4,
^^Rodlraon, Florida, p. 8.

activities 2.
n

England were watched very closely by Federal
Almost simultaneously upon his arrival in

agents

Bngiatti* Bulloch found that his Mnstrtittlniia were aeen<*
rately reeordec! In a Mew ifork newspaper*

'that

time*11 Bulloch wrote Mallory* wall persona supposed to
be In the .service or the Confederate States'are strictly
and closely watched*

ftie Mnitea States wa& well

inforaei or manor of Bulloch's nove«ieiita*

fhs

&mvt®m

eenmiiata- at lend on* i^reemart II. Morse* knew that Bulloch
had left the South. on. the t e i M OhiMs and- that he was
liiiwiiiiw r.WwiiiiWiw#

going to treat attain to purchase ships*

Is informed

fnibed States Sacrabary of the .Wavy* Hideon Malles* of
Bul2ochfs arrival in london*

Morse seems to have received

hi# infdelation from seme of the-crew members who. sailed
on the

male

On August 2* lS6l* Seward wrote

Adams that he. believed Bulloch was in England .and had
contracted for iron steamers and gunboats

mim&- at

|?SC*.#ao,SE
While Bulloch was outfitting the ^oridaj United
States diplomatic officials were endeavoring to persuade
^%ulloch* 1* 56.
B« Bulloch to I# -ll#.: Mallory*..tegi*sb 13* l8$2#

mm* Ser* « * ? o l 11*. 8%,

S%« H. Morse to »* Welles* &p»ii 1 % 2§i£* OEM#
s w * 1* m * wu* air*
^Executive Bocuments3 Vol* I* Mb# 11* p* 528#

the B r i t i s h t o

seta# the vessel*

thomai i«

Hadley* United States .Consulate at Liverpool, watched
the itif closely*®®

fhere ware scores of .taaricsn

detectives in every dockyard# p m factor * and armory
in

BepresentatSve a- of the Federal government

took an intense interest in lni2ooh>s work from the
moment that they learned of his mission*- they had kept
him under constant observation# which made his work
estreroly difficult*:' anyone who had o«mnioate# with
BulioOh in.any capacity was also placed under suspicion
and watched.*®®
As a result of the complaints of the American $over&*
manb* England kept a. close watch over Bulloch*s ships*®®
Bulloch reported- to Mallory in April of 186s that the
British authorities#- -along with the.American detectives# .
were so vigilant that ships built -in England could not
he armed there*

Captain Bulloch complained constantly

to Mallory of the American detectives and British custom
®%iiliam f.*;.lofeerts#
.lunwooiy Bulloch and the
Confederate Mavy# * ifhe Morth .Carolina Historical levjew*
^■pwsley# Hlmg iottpn# p* 396*
®%earbney* .Confederate Research ieyjew* Mo* 1# p* 1.

S%wsiey# King Potion* p.* 396*
1*. Bulloch to .®* 1,* Mallory,. April 11# l86a#
HIM* Ber* It*. fol* if, 18$*9t*

46
officers whom yigiiane# seemed %o be' inereaeing in antici
pation

of the pomthle i m m e M n g of the

Sharies

M m m and his underground intelligent#
indley*
the

they fried to pile ,up evidence

W*

-through

md present It to

t*m Offimp & of the :
§pmm.f who had duties similar to

those of the fresenb~day United States Attorney feaerai*

for fhomas R*"
.indley* 1# was a Hew Jersey attorney who was mmmded with
ifemesis seemed to.be an appropriate title

an overseas post for his role. in the i860 Shioago iepubli^
can Convention that nominated Mneoln for fresident*^® 'He
bad #the'. .aggrassi^eness of a. terrier and the tenacity of
a 'bulldog * « * .♦-* * Most of the Mrerpoei eensmiate*#
business had to do with ships and. the sea*

this suited,

ludley as he became interested early in his life in pro**
testing the rights or taeriean sailors* He was honest
and had ability which impressed a superior* who' ireoowmended
tmdisy for the Job as Consulate at Mveypeol*^

through

5®#* B. Bulloch to S. R. Mallory, July 4, 1862,
Ibid.,, f . 212.*.
^Owsley,'King Cotton, p, 399.
^°Stern, guns Roared, p. 102*

6albld., p. 104,

47
Badiey1.s -efforts#*'Mmn was able to win a diplomatic
contest against some of Britain1^ shrewdest statesmen*^

While toiler was active in &iglttnd* Henry S. ..Sanford, ,
Unite#•itatea Minister Besideat at'Belgium* was.active
throughout Hnrope#

Benjamin Moran* Jeerabai^f of the

■tfhite# States legation'in london* .aeemse# ■Hanford of.-'trying to establish a spy system throughout Europe*^Respite Moranis misgivings* .'Sanford prove# tobe a wry.
resourceful man for the United States by the end of the
Sanford called Bulloch the most dangerous man
the' Honfederaey ha# in lurope.

He said that Bulloch was a

very capable man and that ■the United States paid M $ 0 a

month to agents who kept

M

m

-

under aurwillanee*^

Charlea fh 'Mams added that Bulloch was by. far- the'-most
efficient agent the Confederacy sent to England*^

Men

Heaping watch over iniiobh even went so- far as to pay
postmen &1 per week to tell them daily the names of the
towns on the postmarks am# -the dates -of 'the 'letters
W Im H w itiiiamiu riifoii#.—ii

i«

■^%srah:&gnes Hallace-an# Baranets Elms liliespie (eds*),
ffhe journal of Benjamin Moran;•105?^lftS3 If wis*| ■ibicagof:
.
Iniversity oF^OiHoago^resBj'
8^3*

®%arrtet 0. SWsley* mU®mf Shelton Sanford an#
federal Surwiilano# Abroad
11 Mississippi'ValleyHistorical Beylew*
|September*
6%b|#«* p. 014*

resolved

ihtlloetw^® Sanford planted

W

m n

In every line

of business that Bulloch might deal with in order to obtain
infoumtion.*

He even bribed officials and. tampered with

telegraph message® itilieei* jpaoaiTOd-*- Danfort was not'

.

always successful in soliciting the British officials1
help to eurtail Bulloch1# activities*

,;

He was hampered by

the; refusal of the government officials to tahe

m definite

ntmi on oafo^es&nt' of the British foreign felistment-:iiet«:
flte Precarious fosition of the British Government
In June* 1859# a short-lived Conservative Government
under the leadership of Herd Berby had been, replaced, fcy a '
■
toalifieii government lei by Mbsrais*

B c M Palmerston

was trims Minister tot. lord John tuasell was foreign
Secretary*
tarty*

Both men represented wings of the Whig~btbersl

william &« flMstone# a former fory* decided to

«e#pb faimsraton*s offer and joined the Ministry as
ihmtoellsf of the .l^ohedhdr * ^

Besting a coalition

government meant being very cautious and trying to avert
strong stands that might upset some influential faction*
In l86l Palmerston was sevenby*vseven years old and
seemed content ■to devote M s energies to details of
political management * His primary ambition was to stay-

rR* Jh Warns*

Britain .and the- Warloan Civil

in offie© and not to take vigorous stands that w ©mid
ondongor his position*^0

faimeraton thought that the

Union weuld not survive# tut he was not- willing to
jeopwli&a his political career Of reeognising air
independent Uenfederscy*^

in October

6, 1861*

f aimeraton stated that England eoitid not sit hr and
watch millions of people perish because of the United
States blockade*

the blockade meant cotton from the

Oonfederaer could 'not reach English ports# and if there
were no cotton# then many English workingmen would have
no Jobs at the manufaoturing plants*^

^m%:g ne was not

advocating interference because on October .18* iSil* he
replied to iussell’s note of October IT

W saying?

is to north America# our best and true policy
seems be tea to go ©n as we have begun* and.to
keep guibe clear of the conflict between Uorteh
. and Ecubl* * ■*■ * * the only excuse would be -telie
danger bo the intervening parties if the conflict
went onj- but in the American ease this can not
be pleaded by the towers of Europe* I iuibe
agree with you that .the want of cotton would not
justify such a proceeding# unless* indeed* the
distress created by that want was far more
serious than it is likely to tee* fhe prote**
ability is that som cotton will find its way
to us from America* and' that we shall, get a
_
greater supply than usual from other quarters *»3
7°Ibid., pp, 76-77.
73-Herbert Clifford .Francis Bell* Life of Palmerston
(2 vols.j London* Longmans* Green and.1"Company,' 1936) *J'II*
®?S«
7 aibld..

p. 293,

73®, 0 . Mams* Great Britain and the American Civil
War* 1* 199*200.

In the latter part o f ,1861 Palmerston again made a
statement.t# the effect that neither .cotton nor a n ^
thing, else was worth Intervention on the part of Great
Britain,7^
the key to the door of understanding palmerston* s
.polios seemed to he the progress of the Confederate Army*
-State in the war faimersten told James .ft* Mason* the .new
envoy to .Great Britain, that at.no time did the British
government think complete Independence had been achieved
by the Confederacy * England was not -going to recognise
an independent South that .might be no«~exlst#nt in a
few. weeks due to a reversal in-the field *75

After

Important' federal military..defeats# Palmerston and
Bussell were Inclined to believe British intervention
;
M. f * Ashley, life and Correspondence of
■Henry John femple Viscount
'Slffiard’
^ entSSy nrahd' rSlnf,"'r
II, ’’M l .
7%ame-s Daniel Bleh&rdson. (ed.), A Coaiollatlon of.
jjteassasg and- -papaya of the fyesiOentsT'ISi vSlifri" •
Hew ^rSfjB^WaiflirliStlonW^Dl^eWES^tno*,- 1897**1914} *
It, 714* t On August
iobert B* T* Hunter* who
had replated -Hobart foombs as the.-Oofifederate.Jeeretary
of State, .notified Ambrose B. .item and tierre A* ..lost
that they were to proceed to Spain*. On September .23
he changed the instructions and sent Mann to Belgium*
He also accepted Vancey’s resignation and i-oM the;.
three men of Mason's appointment. On August 4, 1863,
Mason was ordered by newly-' appointed Secretary of State*
Judah t* Beniamin, to- leave England* Benjamin was
appointed to Davis* Cabinet in the Spring of
Stem* duns Beared* pp.* §#* .132* 219*

was.-warranted*

However*

Prime Albert and .MS' Wife '

M m m victoria influenced their final decision: not to
Intervene*7®
fhe British Government1s policy concerning, the
American -conflict: seemed, to ■vacillate .as the fortunesof war-changed* -After the crashing defeat of the United
States

. t o

the Second Battle of Bull Hun,on August -30*

1862, falmersbon .suggested to Hassell that .the time, had

mxm for a proposal of mediation-*. Sat toe was stopped
at ..Anbietam by Me Clellanen September 1?, 1862*■and the
British ■Cabinet voted against Bussellto plan for media*
VJSPIfcy

tion* ■■■ Bussell and Palmerston1s position was probably
hest ■.summed up-toy Huaaellto statement on May 2* liil*
when he stated.*
.nothing, tout the imperative duty of protecting
British tote rests in ease they should to#
attacked justified the Government, in at all
interfering*; fe have- not been involved to
any way in that contest toy act or giving any
■advie#' to the matter* and*, for God*s sake*.
let us if possible keep out of it*7o
7%tern* Guns geared* p* 24* frlnee Albert and Ciueen
Victoria had seen slsve^ abolished and other Improvements
made in English'society* ft*sy could not bring themselves
to support the Confederacy that advocated some- of the very
evils England had just destroyed* they realtoed inter**
vention would draw'the wrath of the.United States and. they
did not-wish to see Great Britain and toe Baited States
at war* ItoldU,
77Mexai$ter Be ionde* A History
American Foreign
■fork1. Charles IfcrfISeF^s 30BSTS§®3:)'«' p.
Hansards c a ll (l&6l|*. 1378*

On -#une 1*

1862* Hussel1- again' expressed hl©‘views saying*

Her Majesty9a Government are* as you a m aware*
desirous of observing the strictest neutrality In
the contest which appears to he imminent between
the Halted .State-a a M the so-styled Confederate
;State© of Worth toerie&i and with the'view more
effectually he carry out this principle they
.propose to interdict the armed ©hip©* and'alee
the privateer©.* of both parties* from: carrying.
■ prise© made by them into the porta* harbour©* ..
roadstead©* or water© of the United Kingdom*
■.or of any of Her Majesty*© Colonies or posse©** '
©Ions abroad*79
.ft appears doubtful that sympathy for'the Confederacy
was a dominant force in .the British government * toy attempt
by Palmerston or Bussell to Interfere.in.the toeriean con
flict probably would.have brought ruin to their political
careers

ieversl -times during the first three year© of

the war* attempts were .made to obtain from parliament some
expression of opinion favorable ■'to the recognition of the
fonfederaey* ■ Vet*, not one of these attempts was encouraged'
by any man-of political influence.#

411 these'overtures
Hi
for recognition were wibJtdiwrn br voted down.*
In 1SS.3

'Bussell said*
* * , that* if- this war IS to cease* it is far
better that it should cease by a conviction' both
on the part of'the Hortb and on that of the 'South
that they can ever live -together again .happily as
one community and as one' Republic*'and that.the
79Bernara, Historical Account of Neutrality, p. 136.

termination ■of Hostilities can never He brought
about by the advice, the mediation, or .the .inter
ference of any Buropeanfower.o2
iathoagh the British Government seemed determined to stay
out of the .■toertean fivii War, they mm not going to
allow Bulloch1s shipbuilding activities to proceed
unhindered #.

8%b|d* ,

p*.

WS8*

®%e Genie, teeriean foreign feltov, p* $89* Being a
seafaring nation ’
S S :rrliiSilhJul^rtiSIt recognised the
possible future problems for treat Britain if they agreed
to back the Confederate Government1s claim that It was
■legal for belligerents to have ships built in neutral
nations* ibid*

CHAPTER III
BULLOCH'S INITIAL SUCCESSES
Bulloch arrived In Liverpool in l86ij* and he eon*
curred with Eraser, Trenholm and Company that; the English
government would probably allow Confederate agents to
obtain supplies in England with all the rights and prlvlleges of a belligerent
Bulloch obtained the services of f* S. Hull Co guide

him through the maze of English laws * local English laws
together with Admiralty orders mA the freclamation of
neutrality* made it difficult for Bulloch to outfit ©on*
federate snips in E n g l a n d f h © treclamation of neutrality
was especially an obstacle to Confederate snips

m the

federal blockade limited the use of ienfederate ports ♦**
fespite the- hindrance of English laws, Bulloch was
able to purchase several vessels*

he even procured, a

fast steamer, and personally took the steamer and some
war supplies to a Confederate port#®'
U. .........

%ull©«h,. I, 52.
al M d »
3Ibid., p. 56.

I,^. l . !... , !!,-

111l|»i.iIliw.lp

. w ii,;,

1.',i,t

ill. mt>&

Bulloch iMediately bought" the-

Ftnml* -a■-screw* steamt*;■■

ship, that had been built on the Clyde#- - He described the
ship as being new, and-as having made' only one or-'two"trips
to the north- of Eeotlani*:■■.-fhe-. ifetreal.cost ,117*96© but was
in good order at the time of purchase,. and -had' an esti
mated speed of thirteen toots in good steaming ■weather*®
In: securing the fingftl Bulloch was careful to observe
the law.#- :fhe ship was allowed to remain# -nominally,, the
property-of an English firm and a. captain holding a Board
of trade certificate was employed to clear the ship out*
ward J

the nominal commander was given- the- -power ■of

attorney to. sell and transfer the ship-to Bulloch "at any
time Imlloeb wished to take charge under M s purchase
8
option*
'tod Flngal carried guns as cargo, which'on
short notice- could be mounted for purposes of offense
or defense*:

Thus protected, the vessel sailed- from

%.* 0 * Bulloch-to-i* E* Mallory, ieceaber S* 1061,
Jggg* $er* XI, Vol* II, U S *
%ulioch, Z* 113* 'the -first remittance from the Mavy
pepartment was received duly 27, 1861*- fit© .funds were
forwarie# -in the fona-of .sterling bills and bantocredits,
but the total amount was not enough to cover the orders
Bulloch had made for naval stores and two ships* ■■ No
additional funds came until October* there was much
■delay in comrminioating by letter and the danger of letters
being captured made it hazardous to write fully and clearly
upon important financial Subjects * Ibid** pp.* 101*108*
%big,*, p* iii..*

England onOetober 1# lS6l# with a valuable cargo and
headed for the Confederate States by way of Bermuda*
in 'the way to Bermuda the Mnial ran low on water# and
.Bulloch- ordered the chip off course "to .search' for- water*
toils searching for water, Bulloch discovered ffaya Bay#
which was northeast of ferceira island in■the 'Azores*
fh© Azores were northeast of Bermuda# and Bulloch,
thought this would be an e*ei!#nb place for -future
meetings of Confederate cruisers and their supply'
ships*®
A fonf©derate vessel# the Nashville* was at Bermudawhen.the ffiuag&i arrived*^®

toe Masbvili,© had originally

been ordered to convey the Confederate ©©smdLsaiontrs#
Messrs*. Jam©e M* Mason and John Slidell# to Europe# but
this plan had been abandoned*^

Captain Boberb B* Pegram

mm in command of the iashvllle* and he had in his pos*
session dispatches authorizing Bulloch to run the
blockade

Captain fegram also furnished Bulloch with

a coast pilot which probably accounted in part for the
comparative ease with which the Bings! arrived at the
port of Savannah on November it# 1801
9lbicU,

p.

117.

‘

1QIbld.
U Ibld.. pp. 117-18.

Wamn.'M «3Mdv»d.#t Savannah# Bulloch a^ferbed to
Malicry the state, of affaire abroad# and they discussed
the needs of the naval department and how to beat:corpse
late- those m o d s with the j^'liey of the ■Confederate Severn*
Mallory decided -as a first step, that the.
should he filled with cotton*. ■to the- account "of-the-Jfavy'
Bepartmenb# .and that Bulloch should return to Europe with
the: ship..and carry out the .further purposes of -the iovem*
mentu^S Bullochfs original'instructions and powers were
to he .revised# and the-, mode of furnishing funds was t# he
arranged by'the freasury pepartment ^ ^

Bh Movember 1|#-.

I86-I# .Bulloch wrote Mallory that the Plngal had been
dlaeh&rged- and was.te. Savannah: waiting to receive- ■.■■■*
f r e i g h t O n November 30* 1861# Mallory ordered ,
Bulioch to 'falte command of. the

w$.mMX* with its- load .

of cotton# ■and return to -treat Britain*.

Snee Bulloch'■

reached, dreat Britain he was.to transfer the- ■command .of
t^e flngai over to Meutenant feoige -f* Sinclair# whom
IS
Bulloch, would receive on board- at Savannah! " the •ffing&l.#

.*#

p

*

17J. D. Bulloch, to S. ft., Mallory, November 28,
f, Set*, II, Vol. IX, 107.
% .

R. Mallory to- J. D. Bulloch, November 30, 1061;

d ».# p * 113*- .

1

■

■'

however, was delayed in getting the cotton aboard*

fbe

enemy's fleet was busy in the area, and '.10110011' feared

they would' soon imew the ,fing&l■was- In 'Savannah--®
finally, on December 24,!;l86l, the M n s m i -was
ready for sea, hut Bulloch wag informed that:the
federal vessels had'bloolcaied the-route''of' e s c ^ e * ^ :;
there were-five- ships of war bloelo&dlfyr:the -flngal an#
Bulloch ^concluied-the ■■vessel'would not.'be able -to escape*.'
In'View of'the situation-Bulloch felt he should leave
the :flnga| and sm k other means of transportation.^
Mallory agreed and' directed Bulloch to turn- the 'flnMalover" to deorge t# Sinclair and- -proceed to- England by
any route ©pen*®®* Bulloch ■conferred :with *iblin fraser
and Bompaay tod ■decided to-take- the tonie dhllds,
formerly 'the iforth ■
'■Carolina.,''from liimtogben*^
Bulloch had demonstrated the ineffectiveness of
the federal blockade when' he 'arrived in Savannah with

'*%* B*. Bulloch to S* B* Mallory, December 5, 186.1,
^ % * B* Bulloch to S, B* Mallory, December t%> 1861,
P"«. Ilf :•

«,

:-.Jk Bulloch to S* ft* Mallory, December't6, 1861,
imp

.:, pp* laD-ti,

a%ulloch, 1, I4f.*
• :
^%bld.*» pp* 149*l.Pu the &nnle Ohlidf was a single
engine steamer soon on Its way ftoTZvefpool, Bulloch
departed' February 5, l36t, and arrived In Liverpool
March- lOi 1863*. '.Ibid*

the Fingal* Me' supplied the Confederate armed forces with
much valuable

®qu%pmn%*

HNo single ship ever took into

the Confederacy a cargo ao entirely composed of'military
and naval supplies . . . .

Before departing for the

South# Bulloch had left instructions for the completion
of the Florida (Oreto). When he returned he was anxious
to find out the progress that had been made while he was
gone*
Florida Allas Dreto
Upon his return Captain Bulloch found the Oreto ready
for sea#

the Ship had made a satisfactory trial trip and

was already provisioned for its voyage to Massau*^®

Uhe

Florida was a wooden vessel built by Messrs* William d*
Miller and Sons at their yard in Liverpool.

Miller and

Sons were selected to 'build the hull of the ship and to
furnish the masts# rigging* boats# and general sea^outfit
because the elder Miller had been in the loyal Wavy as a
shipwright.

Me also had served in treat Britain*s dock*-

yards .as a naval consultant* and. he had much experience
in the construction of wooden ships designed to carry

24Ibid.. p. 112.
g5lbld.. p. 122. The Florida was also known by the
namesi :©reto and .Manassasi*^1tiwTse the Alabama was 'known
as Mo* j35T” lt is'''1
'1to1
"1 understood, however* that while
these sKIps were under construction they were known to the
British and American authorities as the Dreto and 290.
Ibid*, p* 57*

heavy weights on deck and -to berth large
end

Bom

:Miller'

wore not engineers* and* as it was thought advia*

able to have the ship and the engines as near'together as
■possible* Messrs.* Fawcett* preeton and Oo^ai^^of.Mve^ool*
■were chosen to design and build the engines* "Financial
arrangements were made with .Fawcett* Preston and Company
esselusively*

they took the complete contract for bote

the ship and her engines*^' the total cost- of the- Oreto
was $45*628* which was to be 'paid in five installments *^®
W# 0* Hiller had a scale drawing of one of her
Majesty's gunboats which-was adopted as tee base from
which to start*

.However* tee Florida1s midship' section'

was enlarged and the floor flattened to get a greater
carrying capacity*

the increased length* thus obtained*

admitted finer entrance and' clearance lines* which secured
higher speed*

the rigging scale was also- largely increased

in order to get a good spread of canvas-*^

in his contract

with Fawcett* Preston and Company* Bulloch*, as a private
person* said 'nothing of the ultimate disposal of the
ship*

It was incidentally mentioned among tee workers
g6Ibld., j>. 57-

IMS*88J. D. Bulloch to
Set*. II, Vol. 1J, 660.
29Bulloch, I, 57-58.

R. Halloa?*, June 3, 1864, ORK.

that the vessel would probafely fee sent to a mercantile
firm In Palermo* itsly* and a local representative ©f
that firm undertook the details of supervising and
despatching tier.

according to Benjamin Horan* Noting Secretary of the
toerie&n legation In London* the Crete was for the Italian
QmmmmmM* and it was ordered for them fey fhemas .and
Company of Palermo.#^
In iotofeer* 1861* Bulloch drew up very particular

and specific instructions with referenda to the outfitting
of the 'ireto* Me 'Wanted to prevent any 'Violation of the
Foreign Enlistment Act of treat Britain* and to ensure
that' 'the ship* when delivered* would fee prepared to fulfill
the conditions essential to a sea»;golng steamer of her
class and nothing more*?^

Moon after issuing these

instructions Bulloch left for the Confederate States on

the steamer Fin&al»»*»an experienced bloeicade runner*33

While he was absent the work on the Oreto went ahead rapidly*
in the third of Feferuary* liit* fraser* freohoim and
Company informed ■lieutenant lames H* Worth* fonfederat#

3 % # Horan to H* J* Bprague* March §* 186a* Jglgj*
Bar, II* ¥01, II* 3$*,'
32Bulloch, .1* 152.
33j. h. North to j. M. Masonj February 6* 1862, ORN,
Ser. XI, Vol. 11, 144. '
'
‘

Maval Agent* that the Ore.te was ready* 3** Fraser* frenhoiiti
.and Oompany informed Worth because Builoeb bad left word
that if the Morld© wore reader before he returned they
were to notify W
lugland*3®

of the Confederate Waval Agent© in

the Florida was not arm©# and lorth did' not

want to bate charge of an empty ©hipi consequently* ■the
irate-was detained by fferbb m i l l Bulloch returned*®®
F* i* Mull, Bulloch1© solicitor# advised Bulloch that
according to- the. Municipal law of treat Britain ■the
Florida was a perfectly lawful article of traffic# and
the- builder could deliver the Horlda*. and Bulloch could
pay for and receive the ship without Infringement of any
©catute*37'
■#aptain fames Alexander Buguid* a certified' master
mariner# was- appointed b©-oe«sraa&d .the:©hip#
®%w©lay*

fhe crew

M m Cotton# p* 418*

®%rafser* tranhelm ©hi Company to .$* 1*. .north# F@fe«*
ruary 5, 1862# Ott* Ser* II# fol. II# 142*43* ■=
>f* ft. north to 8/-B* Mallory# March 1§# 1862# the
Florida was a banpigged* two bladed screw steamer*
'luSSoSl# 1# S7»§8* the Florida was lf§ feet long# 'if feet
4 inches wide and 14. feesS^p* jr.*., .©* Bulloch, to 1*. 1*
Mallory# August 13# 1861# flMf# .Ser* it#. 7ol* It# if* She
was equipped with two engines# two boilers and.two funnels#
Bata-concerning &«&«$# Florida# fBH» Ser. I# Fei*' I# 2§2*
there'Were eight port h o H s p e r side and she was. fitted
for eight cannon© and 'two pivot guns# B* Moran to H* J*
Sprague March 3# 1862# ittf# Ser* I# fol* I# 36%*
S^Bulloeh, I, 152*53.

and engineer* a staff were engaged In strict conformity
with the eeitiiiioas of leeal English laws*. m e crew
signed *tp for a voyage from, MvetFpool to Palermo# 'and
if need fee#, to any pert or ports in the fieditertsiissn
gea* qw West indies# and' task to the pert of discharge
in the United ■Ringdemu
«ertfea*3®

the voyage

w m not to- eseeed sin

i^eording to imiloeh#. not.a single, officer w

man was enlisted for service in the aonfeder&te 'States*
faptain. ©ngnM and the chief engineer were informed that
the:ship was first to go- to Nassau# _feat, they were aware.
that'the 'Shipowner had the. jrlgtfe to vary the order' of
visit to ports speeified in the shipping articles*^
Budley, the united States fonsiii at liverpool# told
Hiliiam ft* Seward, that the teeto took her girn carriages
on hoard at Mverp^fel ^hd sailed with fla crew of titty*
two m m and some gms* ^

m e customs officers at

Mvarppoi refuted Dudley's 'report stating!
* * • they kept watch on 'the. proceedings of the
:vessel Proto- from the time ■she left thef&rteth
Book# m mm' 4th of Marsh last
till the
&*y,Sha sailed.# -'the find.-of me-'same .-month-*- #■■'* we
did not see at any time m p arms# or warlike mrnm*
■nition of any kind#,taken on hoard# and -we are.perfectly satisfied that none sack was taken on
:feoari daring her stay in the river#**
n h 'n j — ' o r n ii ir u n n n r . ' n r ; .... r ' r n r j i. Y " v r . i n n in n n im r r •" ------ -------- r " ........ ' - r r ^ " r - —
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Edward Morgan, a Surveyor of Customs at Liverpool,
was very specific in M s statement that the #reto had
no warlike stores of any M a d on hoard when she left
Imgiamd.%

' Bullote also contended that when the Broto

left 'tea Mersey* the ftiitl was wholly unarmed,1^
luitete originally was to take personal.command of the
l|eridu but M s orders were .modified* and he was to tarn
tee tel# ever to lieutenant John $* M&ffitt* a Confederate
Mavy officer*^

Meobemant ffaffitt had been sent to Nassau

on special duty by tee Havy Department* and Bulloch believed
him to be still, there.* lulloch was determined to dispatch
tee Proto to Msffitb at once* and so he ordered fleeter John
Sow to go in tee Breto to Massau as a passenger in charge
of the public property,*^® fhe Breto thus .smiled from Diver**
pool on March it* iSSi*^

Bulloch said of the Breto-t

^%ulloch quote# Morgan as saying: MI am one- of the
Surveyors of iustems- at this- port (Liverpool) * * * %
visits# the steamer grate at various times* when tee.was
being fitted out in tee?o$k * * * • I oemttoned this
Inspection from time to time until she left tee dock* -and
t mm certain teat teen she left tee river she had me war*
like stores of any M m # whatever cm beard*..*1 lullote*. 1#
* P*
ma**

pp*

is5-f6*

4%uilote* I# 161*
^%erd
l&SMll to 0* f* Adams* April 6, 18$?*
>ers lelating to tee foreign Eolations of tee United
i*J"1Qw 2* p » w 6 •.

'::t% tei ‘
-IlmpossiM# to get the 'regular'battery
intended far her on heart* but I rtve cent out
four Y*ineh rifled gun#* -with*-aii neoeBear^ et^l^
ments in the- eteamahip Bahama* beurt t# Maasuu* and
Hr* Jtowwill give yen -aiS pStiouIari' a# to her
prtbabit time of arrival, end will alee hand you a
• li#t of' everything -bit Peart ■the #in*v#s#el* &§ well
me an invoice of the shipment by the B a h a m ^ T

Mb m m as the vessel reached Maea&n* % m was to
notify feto $t* Jtaffitfc*

He was to give: Haffitt -all the

%rnfrnmm&m he -had concerning the ship, and he was also to
give him the invoice of the stores*

Most of the trip was;

to be made under sail in order to conserve the coal*

low

was ordered to*
*• * * -teep a capful memorandum -of the ship1#
,perforrnmiiee's# unier Pbeam:and: sail, ■noting :her ■■;
steeriiig, working, stability, and ail par*
■ticularS; of the ■speai:under different:circum*stances, art the degree of pitching art roiling
under various partitions, of sea art ’
weather*41^ ;
fhe1Oreto arrived at Busa&n on -the morning of .April 48*
1862, after a passage ©# thirty-seven days,49

m e n Low

arrived at Nassau in the Oreto, Maffltt was net there,
tout he' was expected shortly.-50 On May 10, 1862, John N.
Maffltt arrived at Nassau in command of the Confederate
D. Bulloch to

Cm, Ser. I* Vol. I, 756.

W, Maffltt, March 81, 1862,

p. Bulloch to j, tow, March 21, 1862, Ibid,,
T86-!"
Low to J. D. Bulloch, May 1, 1862, Ibid., 758.
5°Bulloch, I, 164.

States steamer Gordon which was carrying a cargo of cotton.
Maffitt was .to take .'the steamer back to the Confederacy ■
after exchanging 'the Gordon1s cargo for munitions.

How*

ever. Me-'plan#'-we#© changed when Lew delivered: Bulloch’s ,
'

letter bo him *
Bulloch

*

!

®m M m -bhirfa#nth of May Bow reported to

%hat Maffitt had ■arrlvrt and had- privately taken

oharge of the Jlg£j^*^ "■
ftt# United State#

Qomul at Hasaau had hie -suspicion#

aroused shortly after the arrival of the teeto- ■aad began "■
to- press ;bbs authorities to ewiijis and detain the vessel*
Several time# the Oreto was ■inspeebed 'by offleers of the
Heyal Mavy'Who reported' that;:the teste was in all respeebs
suited for'the- fnrtsae of-a vessel^of^ww* ■hut :
bfiat the
.-teste til' not armed* art had no warlike ■stores on be&rd,.*^
to

3um lg*l86S* however* some of the erew of the teste

went aboard the British A l p greyhound* art they told" the
British Oommerter they had left the teeto

% m m m they

m m net able to m m p tain- the teste*# destination* art
that attests were being made to resruit another #rew*
■fhe suspicions of some of the teste*# crew* coupled with
the ioyernor*# skepticism* resulted in 'the PlerMa being
seized on fane 17* 186®#- by orders of the ioveimor of
ifassao* art the

m m was- p m in the admiralty court for

trial *®®' the charge m m one of Violating the Foreign
Inliatment- Isi.^

Many witnesses- were heart and the trial

was continued from the seventeenth of June until the second
of August* lidig- when Judge John 0* Bees pronounced Jmig*
ment*®®

fie declared the evidence ■Insufficient and made'a

decree for the restoration of the vessel to the owner*.®®
Having been released by the decree 'Of the Vice*
rtmiralty Court* Maffitt* acting always through the

mm

.signees of the ship* cleared the Florida for It* #ohnfs
Hew Brunswick* art the ireto went out of the harbor to a
position near Bog Island to try the machinery and to refit
the ■vessel*

fhe ship had been much neglected while under

seizure* and many article# had been removed which would
not be recovered#

there were vessels loading dally at

Heaasa for the purpose of running -the blockade into the
■toafederaey* -and- one of them the schooner*
was engaged by .the consignee# of the. steamship
t# carry the -irate1# equipment -out to h#r*®^

in August

ninth the frinee Alfred, cleared for It* yota's and
Journal of jr* ft* Maffltt*May 4 to
* Ser. I* tol* I* p* ?64*

®%mlleeh, I*

166

©eeemher 31*

*

®%ournal of J. N. 'Maffitt* May
Ser. 1* Yol• I* p.
5%ullooh, I, 166.,

to December 31*

proceeded to sea.

The Qreto soon followed her and both

vessels proceeded to Green Bay, a small desert Island' on
the edge of the great Bahama -Bank, about 3ixty mlles from
Nassau.-*® At Green Bay the armament and other stores were
transferred from the Prince "Alfred to the 'Breto, and the
Confederate-'flag was- hoisted for the first fine*-

The

■ship 'was then regularly commissioned, and the name wa3
offteialiy- changed i© the pir.v>in= 59
Ignominy for England
'At the time of the Florida's departure from Mirer*"
pool, her'Still more famous consort had not yet been
dignified-with any name other than 290.

The contract

for the■vessel,'.afterwards ©ailed the Alabama, ■was made
in Bulloch's name.

The negotiations were-carried ©a

between'him, as a private citizen, and members of the
Baird firm.^1
Bulloch 'had met the Bairds while he was negotiating
for the Florida.

He went with a friend to visit Birkenhead

Ironworks and was introduced to the Messrs* Bairds*
Bulloch discussed■the subject of wooden dispateh vessels
■*,' py»- 167*68.
,, p. 168,

^°Ibid,, p. S25,

6lIbld,, p, 60,

m
■with them*- and a.feW'days.later he called upon.them again
■and ■frankly ■bold ■them that ■ha -wanted.to build a •sor#w
despatch ■vessel *. He asked them ■i f 'they would ■drair ■up
the specifications* mike,.drawings* and construct amodel-*.■■He assured ■them.he 'was ■serious' and ■that he ■
.had ■
the. necessary financial;guarantee

.'

■®ae. Birkenhead Ironworks was seme ■dlstsneaabeve ■the
chief cemiereiel parts:of Liverpool ■and .m the opposite
side of'the litpsey*

people passing up river to Pvam^iw

and Heels -terry would oftern pass along the deek^wails of
flossra.- &aipief establishment* and they observed the
gradual development of the gyaeaftti-veasel.#

Pie people

who .sew the 89® cm the huildlut^elip were .attracted by
her appearguiee and* no doubt* talked about the vesselfs
fitness for a cruiser,

there ■was ■nothing surprising

about the suspicions of ©ailey :sn$ his detectives*
Bulloch soon learned that spies were lurking about
everywhere and tampering with the workmen at Saird^s
deck*itewever* Hull bold Bulloch to maintain a
ouiet reserve as he was doing nothing illegal*
Bulloch -refuted the charge*, often made* that the
Messrs* taird were- paid-a high price for undertaking
the exceptional risk of building a vessel of war and
62Ibid., p. 59.
^3|bld., p. 227.

m agent of too ©onfederate

delivering bhe:iressei-'te

f erernmenb ■bef-end .BriMolt ■.Jwi^dioUiom#

iolm Saird 8tf*.

wii retired from the ■firm at- the time Bu-ilebh we#
aegetiablhg for' the 'construction. of the Mahays »■•■ ■
Bhortlf- aftertli retirement.he was elected te'sorro
in- parliament as the first member for Birkenhead*®^
IMrd-waa severely criticised -by pro-Nor bhern supporters
in!

and# later on# hr Northern delegates -

involved in' the negotiation of the Alabama Claims*11 ■
these Northern advocates were convinced that teird was.'
sympathetic to the do facto confederate fo¥erawnt#;:;toa
that- he had allowed the' fenfederatei to use hi# ship*-.
yards a# a bate .for building Confederate shl##*

Bnllooh

contended that lohn Baird Br# was never present at .any
interview# _concern!ngthe building of the

-and

that jefcn Baird Sr*'had nothin to do with the trans
action*.

furthermore# Bulloch enunciated the fact that

m m of the Bairds knew -the -purpose of the Manama#'‘nor
did'they hare anything:to'd# with, the- armament'of -.the
vessel#^'•
'n)ii)!>»iiilBi;:ii ii .i-w ih ^^^ ii,

.'.
f^njwnnri-HBfi-j 'i^ i.nwraip«ii! imi :. r >j
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^Il)id ** pp* 6t~64. -pie United States _felt paymentt
should M m a d e to them by the British for'allowing .the
Mabama and similar vessels to escape from England*
® B W w s s e l s had done great harm to the Northern, com
merce ♦ .fhe problem-was taken up in deneva In 1071#
they agreed to submit their disputes to arbitrator# who
would meet -at ieneva# ■Switzerland as soon as possible.*
©h September 14# 1673* the ease was settled.# the British

the Alabama was ■

-.fitted in' all w^yMvetft- and

built of the- vtif test materials* -the- -shipwas deliveredt# lulioeb in the‘pert of Mterpool

wa&-

launched on-the ISth of Hay#
As the ship neared completion* Bulloch needed -&
captain to get the. Alabama-out- of Srgisnd* /A friend: of -1
iniieelt''ts engaged Captain Baihew Butcher .who. was British .
end had ;the necessary otedenblalS:*

he -was- hired only to.

navigate an unarmed shipi no-'mention was mad# of his
entering the Confederate service A?
*S0 Aisbaais was. to be eosmtimded by taftain iaphael
Semmes*^ a good friend of Bulloch1a*

Be was to return'

agreed to -pay the. fnitei Ibmtes $l5*SOd.*O0# in;goii .for
damages don# mainly :by the -Moridaj. Al&fr&m&y ■and Shenandoah*
these ships, were all the woSrW^ulTolEr"fhere' wefe''other.
previsions hat this was the main;part in relation to
Builochte activities* Steeubite Beeumente# ¥&X+ 1* lo. 31#
p * lay *

^Jjgsdutiys-Booumentg^ fOl.» ■X * Ho *,31# p* 146*. '-ihe
ilEhama^dosf1
MaSiut1
•and the contract was signed
^TRCIIbflh in October of l86l * gh# was light compared ,to
vessels' of her class in the federal- Jfavy* & M *
the -,;
dimensions of the Bahama were* weight 1046 tons |
'length 2B0 feet# hWSEtH^32 feet;. draft 13 feet! and .Wo
horizontal engines of 300 hoyse^power* Bulloch* f*.6-l*
6%uiloeh*' I# £30*31*
^ i b i d *> pp. t$4*3i* Originally Bulloch was. to command
the Alabama, but. due to, Bernes1 trouble with: the Sumter and
his being in. the.area# nailWf decided to .assign 'Sim S# the
Alabama* Bulloch was to sell- the Burnt#r and male# arrange*
mentis’to build two more vessels of “"iSeT^rp# of .the Alabama*
IfeM*.# p* £34* Bulloch described Semmes as not being
especially distinguished at handling a ship in fancy

to lagland from tfasaau and meet Bulloch at Liverpool*
gemmes had commanded the -Sumter*•the first Confederate
armed cruiser* tout .he had to leave it at titoraltoar
because it was impossible to get the. necessary repairs *
ienseiineniiy* Semmes turned it over to Bulloch to sell*
and when femmes had arrived at M&ss&u he received order#
from the ©enfederaie- government to take command of the
Meanwhile, Bulloch was informed that ©■* f *
M a m s was pressing the British official# to seise the
Alabama and Bulloch decided he could not wait for femmes,
go on July Si* l8§i* after Bulloch received word it would
not he safe to leave the Alabama in Liverpool mother
ferty»eigbb- hour#*, the- Alabama was sent out on. a trial
run.?®

But the .il.atoan» did not return and headed down

the Mersey and out to- open sea*.

Meanwhile*. Bulloch ted

made arrangements-to have, the- Ajatosms supplied*
of liit Bulloch acquire# the M r i n M n a in tendon*

In May
Shis

evolutions* nor did he have the dashing maimer of a
brilliant deck officer! but he ted a comprehensive.knowledge of -all 'subjects embraced- in a thorough naval
education* He was well acquainted with diplomatic
usage and. requiimMehtos of international law. He had
Inflicted great injury upon the enemy while commanding
the Sumtpr and ted spread good will for the Confederacy
asoiS^lWliiianr neutral ports necessity forced him to
visit* .Ibid** pp.* 2-§i«*ip*
^Bulloch* 1* 388**90
7° m a ., t>. 238*

♦

ship- was.about 400 tens'and was used 'to- haul -supplies to ■
British West lniSea.f7i Bulleeh sent orders to tile
captain* Alexander Me Queen* on Sul^r S8# jS6i,;'
.to proceed to the Bar of praya in the island of fareelra*one of the As-oree*

Me Queen was to wait -Wmm> f m ■further

■orders,' A similar letter was sent to 0af&sl.n Butcher on
tfuljp'SO# l86i* whieh infort^d-him to meet the- 'teiadiOoina;:;■
and-•transfer her ;eafgO' to -tee Alafoama* ^
'tn'August eighth* 1862* Semmes arrived in Mverpeel
in ittS/.Bahp*& and BuIIooharf&nged with, the- Oapiatm to take
him ■(Bullochl and iemmea ■hash to' the selected reniesvoua.fr.\
In seven dars-the Bahama -reached ira^a ani a transfer of;
stoyes was made.73

Semraes convinced eighty of the .ninety

Bahama crew to Join hi® on the Alabama.7^
-lulloehf;& activities had not-gone uhnofcloedv

A#:

earilras- -tone .23* l.S6t* Adams had presented evidence to
Jhtssell to convince him'■that■■the■Alabama was meant'for •
the 0onfeie»of'fr

lari Bussell said he would inform the

customs officials and:have them Xeojc into-it* ■‘In--their
.•# P*
Ibia,i pp. 24^48* ■
. B* Bulloch to S» 1* Mallofv* September 10, 1862,
* II., V0l# Jt, f, i6j.fr
^laphael Semmes* iemolre of Service Afloat Daring
the War Between- the Stated ilfiob^oni W*Tfenfley* I8i©f*

■m§m% they stated they had free assess to the building*
yards ■at. fatris and there were no mmomonto*^ Ob. duly
twenty*fchird Aiwa sent Instieii
on-the- Mataas* fhls time he includei a- deposition of

wmrnm*B* who said the captain■■-of .the M o had
asked him to go with the ■ship mM ■make war. oh the .Halted.:
a -man. called

■States*

fhia evidence ;iralong,with ail the other infer*'

utatien itosell had received,*

m m .submitted to ■the 1*nr

■#ffieere- ef the Ofown* ■in fuly ifbh they informed Russell
he, had-.a ease If he..wanted to stop the Alabama,, However*
the .j i a h w a .hmi left.pert ■be#mm. the order to .step her
eould be given J 6

Bussell Informed Adams that .the delay

between- duly 53# when, I4ama: submitted .his -evi#ef^a».-aiid
the ieeisien bolster the .liehama.en;duly i§ was-einiee#
by the fitness of d*-t* larding*

.lariingj^one.'of tho

Queen*a .advisors# was to look at -the evidence.*, hat he
had gone insane and his wife, railed to fast,the -eyMeno#
on for a- few days*7?

M a m s was disturbed, over the- eseafm

of the -Alabama and It was evident his. concern .was- sttarei
by the American public*

the lew fork flmes eohoe-i'this

■.DQcuments# Ifol*-t* $k>* 31* p* 14T-*
cewp {1871} iSii*3f
Russell to H# ?*■ Adam* August %.» 18S5*
■ Relating to .the-Forel&ir Relations of the Hnitei:

host11# sentiment by suggesting that •the .British cabinet

1mm.the destiny of the Alabama before' the Alabama ever
sailed.*

the lew fbrk. times admitted that much of the

evidence was 0ircumst.anbi.al 'but the editor went on beeisplaiti that three-fourths of the convictions of the Ameri
can Criminal Court proceeded from such evidence*

'He Was

convinced the- British tovernmsnb had enough evidence to
warrant seizure of the Alabama**^
Hapbein Bulloch had outwitted M s British, adversaries*
but he still had to- contend with a problem within his- own
ranks*

.Bulloch hai not been the only one disappointed at

not. receiving command of the plorida or Alabama*

Smmn H*

Worth* a second iohfeierate naval officer in Europe* also
hai visions of commanding a European built vessel* and he
was convinced Bulloch* as senior Confederate naval officer
in England* had kept him from realising his gesl*7®
yssttas Worth had been, sent to Europe early in the war
to- have two ironclads built* and ■in May* lift* he signed
a contract, with fbompten .yards in ilusgew for' a 3§#0*ten
ironclad.#^

7%e.w fork :flmes» Harek 6*. 1863* p* 4*
7 % i m .Baa Mill* Sea Bogs of the iHISii* 'farramt and
Seven. Contemporaries XftlhneapeCTs # ^ihnesobas ^EEveFsiYy
W^E i m s i W r r e S i r i l S S S ) * p» ?5*
® % b e m * funs Boar* p* 166* Worth arrived in England
in iluly* l S 6 l / m E Serbuni no money available for hi s.use*
Above* Chapter 1* p. 80*

Bulloch'told North:'

I can not help thinking, however, that in'the
present aspeet of affaire# as well as i*i view
of the unsettled opinions oh the subject of
ironclads ships# it would not be advisable to
go'into * heavy contract for a cruising ship
rtf* that
feteAfc material*
ftl;

not agree with Worth on the &&&&■ or Mesa. 0#
sbips most .advisable for the Oenfederate ■Wavy $ eme#*

Bulloch did

fueMSy* tills became another source of conflict between
Hn
the two men.,*
■•ifill mother conflict existed, when Bulloch received
His new commission as commander* 'Bulloch M i been notified
In January* 166£> that ’he bad been assigned the rank of
commander and would take command of .the first vessel be
built*®3 'Bulloch bad not-ejected teis because be' t o w
only a Meufcenant when he resigned 'from, the- United States
Wavy* -and he had expected to he given the' same rank'in
the Oonfederate Wavy*

He-wrote to the Wavy ©apartment

as follows#
* * * neither in person, nor through the Influence
of others have 1 sought this sivfmeemeni*. 1
desired and requested a commission* to that ,1
should in reality be a national officer* but.t
»* Bulloch to 3VH* Worth*'' May IS*
Bar* fl* TOi* 11* p* 1ft*
»*. Bulloch to. #*.«* Worth* June If*
ibid*, o* -aoy«
J. B* Bulloch to 0*-&* Mallory* January tB* 1068*

did not imagine .that the- President would place
me in a position higher 'than my date in the. .
..
old United States- service would entitle m to,
md 1 would .rather go bach to that position •
now than to he the-eaiae- of discontent in. the
service on of wounding the feeling of .a- single .
mm -of the gallant gentlemen who headed'the:'
list of iieutenanti'f.h11'
Bulloch*#- fear of Je&lensy

m the fart of other officers

was Well .founded#, 'three months later lieutenant fames,
Morth wrote as follows,t.
. tsaM- to a military wan is everything and that
ranh has teen baleen from me, When South fapdina#'
mgr native state# and tmm whence j ,received my
appointment*, seceded from the Union# 1 felt it
my duty to give up that•soM&ssion■I had held.in.the general navy so long# .and tender to her my
services,# and.now that commission I so- much
coveted and' so- ardertly h ^ e # .for has teen given
to another#, and. that other a civilian# who# when
In the service# m m many years my Junior’ * * * #
$ must beg to record ay' solemn protest,.against
the foregoing act* 1 ask for nothing but that
justice, be shown that corps by the government
to 'whom we .belong.*^
Seme of Worth,s fellow officers shared, his contempt for
Bulloch* s advancement in ranlej nevertheless# Bulloch
retained the ranh of commander# which was also later .
given to- Berth*

lulioeh*# request to command the .
’first

Ship was also granted.-,
fee florids was completed in the- winter of .1861*1863*
wft£l& Bulloch was. in the Confederate States*

As mentioned

D, Bulloch t©'S. ft« Mallory, Ibid., #, 1S§'«.
® % » H. North to S. K. Mallory, March 29, 1862,

m% think ha would get bmk in time
to ©©wiand the .SS^gs* m he asked far ©oiwand of Hie ■
earlier# Bulloch did

aeeolid V M M l he had contracted to he built*
he p^ferrsd the Alabama because this

Me said:'' '■;

wmu®% eotocided

with the style and Model of hie osm selection*®^
remit fts&l*#gr I W

As a '

Bulloch permission to command the '

ship' of his choice * Worth was very angry when he die*
cohered Bulloch# In; the capacity of a civilian in Inglani#;
had been given the roiimission he so ardently had .smgtiti .
Berth did not want; to lose the Alabama m
florida,* ^

he had Hie

.Mallory criticised Berth for his letter of

protest and told him to report hath t© the .iouthi however*.
Semmes recommended -.that Morth stay and finish his worn on
the ironclads^®®
garlier north had a ohaaoo i# take eeiwiani of fhf
Plorida while Bulloch was gone in the itegml* but he
refused to tste the florlda out to sea because the
tessel was not s » e t in port*®^

As a ■result of his

failure to act# Worth also lost any chances he had of
® % , D. Bulloch to 8*' R. Mallory, January 13* 1862,
87H111, Jgatgg*'#* 75.
88S, H. Mallory to J. H. North, March IT* 1862, ORN,

So**. JXt Vol. II* p. 169.

®^Stem* Guns Roared, p. 166.

feeing the oomman<Ser mi the Alabama *9® We ha<l been promises
the eomand of the Alabama

m early as November M# iiii#91

But#.on ffay 4#: iSiB# forth was informed that

Bemmn woiiii

eommanO the Alabama* an<a ho also was tola that his work

m the ironolMs -was to. fe# inrno<i ever to Bullooii*®^
Buiiooh as well as .
■forth was €i^s^pointaa at not
gefefei m to oommansl .the Alabama# However# Mallory informed
Bnlloeh In the summer of 186# that his servseee in Sngiani
were .so' important that tie Oonfaitrate fsvy wanted him
to stair an<2 try to .get some ironelM vessels built,*93

9 % * E, Mallory to i;; it* Morth# Marsh .17# 186a#
.It# Ifoi*. It# p* lit# ■
9 % * jt* Mallory*to #■* H. forth* fsvemfee# to# ISSl
** F-*
" 9 % * 5g # north fco’S# 1* Mallory# Beeemfoer ft# 186a#

*# F*
^%ullochj t, 2.3§,

At the ■time

mi the Civil Mar the .latest ■development

in fighting ships was the ■ironoicd^a wooden vessel covered
with heavy* ariiere# plating*,

turiag. the drtaeafi/Mar-tiie

frame!* had a number of floating a w r @ a batteries which
proved themselves invulnerable against wooden -ships
Shortly after the- Crimean War ended- the french and Inglish
.had begum to build ironclad fighting vessels*.hut before
1§S| ironclads- in the Suited ■■States were still .it* the
e^arimsmtai stage#
Mallory was- satisfied with the wooden ships Bulloch
had construe-ted hut* the Florida and the Alabama were
light wooden ships ieaigne# t# attack merchantmen* and
they were not powerful enough to attach the vessels of
the Union blockading fleet*

iince the goal of the Con*

federate Mavy was to make the Union blockade ineffective*
Mallory determined that 'the Mavy should have- sense' vessels
formidable enough to achieve that end# -and.,he was of the
opinion that- the possession of

m ironclad, ship was a

'* %ames fhinney B a x t er 1 1 1 * ffhe Introduction of the
Ironclad (Cambridge* Massachusetts*
f5SISTT933):# ># 13*

matter of the first necessity*

ironclad vessels would be

able to traverse the entire coast of the United states*
prevent all blockades and encounter* with a fair chance
of success* the entire federal Navy*^
Mallory especially wanted ironclad vessels to match
the- .federal lronelad*-~monltof* lie was of the opinion that
Confederate■ironclads could open .and protect blockaded porta
of the South

Early in the war he sent Barnes forth to

treat Britain to investigate the possibilities of building
ironclads/*

He was instructed to purchase a vessel similar

to the terrier* -which was being built by England upon the
fhamee.

he also was to acquaint himself with all the

advances England was making in the building of iron*
armored ships

As the- Navy Department had not heard

from forth when Bulloch visited llehmond in November,

10©1 * Mallory discussed ironclads with luiieeh*^ lulloeti
hesitated when Mallory suggested that he secure armored
rams in Europe- for the Confederate fleet because he did
not think that the British .-government would allow them
to sail*

Although he had been able to disguise the

aOwaley, King .gojjen, p. 395.
3Bulloch, I, 38©.
% . R, Mallory to 9. H. north, tie# If, 1861, ORN,
Ser. II* 7ol* II# p> ?1*
^Bulloch, I, |8©,

Sa
florlda

mb- a mefehant -weasel* .an armored ram with turrets

eouianot be treated In that fashion.®
On January 14* 186a* Malloy told 'Bulloch more
specifically what he wanted when he,wroiei
■.Iearnestly desire. to 'have, an- aimioured' sbeamsieep
of moderate eise* say of about i*§0§ tons* and to
.carry, eight or ten heavy guns, built In England -■
upon the moat approve# plan, ana in the shortest
time* an# -the evident change of feeling.-and '
opinion in England In relation to our country
Induces me to Believe that we may now contract
for the^construetioa and delivery of euclt a
vessel*7
Despite Mallory1© optimism about 'the changing British
attitude toward ,§enf©derate shipbuilding in England*
Bulloch was to discover that the same financial problems
£&
were encountered in constructing ironclads*
Despite the Erlanger loan the Confederate purchasing
.agents still continued..to he .havered by lack of funds.
Bulloch -thought he was going to receive |»1*-000^000 for
building and buying vessels* but this ■amount was never
available to him*

fits treasury Department had ever<*

estimated the amount of money to be realised by .the loan*®
% , t. Mallory t©>, ©. Bulloefc, Rpril 4, iSit, ORN,
Ser. XX, Vol. XI, p. 186.
7*. R. Mallory to J.
Ibid#* p. 131.■■
80wsley*

D. Bulloch, January 14, 1862,

m m dptton* pp.*

%avis* Me ..las* .plnaneial teen%» p. 40.#

Bulloch had the following to say about his economic
flighti
io not my place to comment or report upon the
matter*, henermi Wo Mm hasmade arrangements for
me to ■
.receive ■at statei ■periods a ■portion of the
money to accrue from that source* but I 'shall not
have nearly enough be complete the worM in progress
and to purchase -the supplies you rewire for
immediate use # two marine engines' are nearly
-ready for shipment* but I have barely sufficient
means even in prospect and have not a shilling
with, which to buy a steamer to baler them5over*
It ■
-would be useless to ship them by" a* transient
ship* as should a single part be mislaid the
entire engine might be unserviceable* I nave no
means bo purchase the -supplies-you wish forwarded,*
nil these' things require cash. '1 shall urge Mr*.
.f.pence to sell treasury bonds as- you direct* bub
have little hope that he will succeed*, t have
pressed the credit of the- Wavy department to the
utmost extant# and am seriously concerned for
fear that worlc now in progress will soon stop
for want of money* the two ironclads shall not
be -delayed from this ■cause* I have set aside
promised funds to .get them clear* and .am promised
private relief and aid to this end* should the
public treasury fail*!®
Bulloch9a financial status was ameliorated/with a report
from. Mallory on the 10th of lune in which Mallory informed
Bulloch that $1,000,000 had been placed on account for

Bulloch at Fraser, frenhelm and Company

Mallory urged

Bulloch to be aware of the necessity ■of having, at least
two armored vessels 'built and equipped atthe earliest
n0
possible moment*
i % * B*-Bulloch bo_S* ft* Mallory#
Ser. 11* Vol. II, p*
i;LBulloch, I, 385»

Mm

m m after getting hi a instruction© Bulloch contracted
with the

for the eenabrubtien of two ireneiads.* each

to coot i$3#7$&*

was scheduled to 'ho completed in ifarbh

and the other in May, 1863. Bulloch did not inform the
Bairds of hi© ultimate

plan* for the ironclads; but since

the Florida had already gone to sea, the- Bairds were pfob*
ably able to conclude that the ironclads were intended for
the Confederacy+^3
Bulloch was fully war # of the Oonfederaey1s urgent
need for ironclad vessels*

fortunately he was in a position-

to act promptly once he received Mallory1© orders*

he had

.made .previous arrangements for the Bairds to make drawing*
and plans, and they

m m nearly .finished* Bulloch had also

provided himself with estimates from other builder# who
competed for admiralty contracts*.

Bulloch realised that

vessels capable of acting efficiently either in attack or
defense of the Confederate coast must be of light draught;
‘
therefore# he- signed a contract with the eminent laird
iron^ahipbuilders*

their position enabled them be obtain

the official, reports of all experiments conducted to
determine minimum draft compatible with seaworthiness.*
Bulloch also- had contracted with the Bairds for building
bhe ..Alabama.*, and he was Impressed with their workmanship
** pp. 385-87.

and teeir willingness to- start eonsttmobien iipon his
assurance teat remittances would he forthcoming*3*^ Both
Bulloch mil the Bairds consulted- their raspsative counsels
as to- the legality
the contract* and they were assured
the terms of tee agreement were unit# legal*^
On October 27* I8i2# Bulloch received a letter from
Mallory in which Mallory expressed his ..approval of the
design*: and lie intimated the Confederate Navy was about
to embark on an illustrious career through the use of
the ironclads* Bulloch expressed satisfaction with the
progress of the ironclads that he had helped design*^

there were actuallv two towns -on
the- west beuH of the Mersey Biver~^Birkenhead and Seaoembe*
they were -separated from each other by a very broad branch
of the Mersey called the Sreat Float * the expansive mouth
of the Orest float was'stepped up 'by a leol^iite structure
called the- M m Hater Basin*.- fust inside# on the right
bate* lay a dote belonging to tee Messrs*. Baird* who also
owned a fine construction dote outside tee treat float*
on the western bate. of the-jersey liver itself* Below
the Baird installation* in tee treat float* was located
Sirtenhe^'futelic -fote* ft*# Baird shipyards had been
established .in I®8s-by a loot* William Baird# who was
able to draw nationwide attention to his new enterprise
five years Hater"'by launching Britains* first ironclad
vessel# 'Following his dtete# the business was carried
on by his sons*- letm and William# until the former retired
in favor of a parliamentary career*. His interest -was
turned over to his son* iohn dr* Jfohn .Baird's start in
political life was very successful* He won tee Birkenhead
seat from a Mberal* and reinforced a Conservative Party
which had been shocked and shaken by its rude treatment
in IS§8*-1S§9* In the .Civil War lobn 'Baird's sympathies
were with the South* donee* Confederate Earns* pp.* 13^1%*
3"%. fU .Mallory to
*

B* Bulloch# October 27# 1862*

Be was confident that if the rams wars ready in Beeember*
1861, they would sweep m m the bloetading fleet of the
federal ieyerfpsettt#

Bullet did express aete' appro#

heaslon over the formidable ship# the fnien fleet pos#
gassed *■ but he m m embolden by the feet that the- Baited
State# ship# eouM operate only to smooth waters* ®m

he

was of the conviction that they could he either avoided
or m m M at deep sea*^
Bulloch was vexed with the problem of getting the
ironclad vessels afloat without the interference of
British official#

BnXXoeh feared the heavy armor

plating would be- een.fiMe.red armament by the British *
officials ant, time, a violation of the foreign Enlist#
ment act*

Bis legal counsel tit .not agree^ but, in

order to be m

the safe-'site, Bulloch carried on all

transaction# as a private individual and
no m i

'that

m ammunition be pineed upon the laird lams

before their sailed,*' -

Heawhile# federal agents In Britain had noticed ■
the lairi Bams and were icing their ■best to have- ■them
17j.

jj#

Bulloch to 8» 1* Mallory* December 8* 1862*

^Bulloch, I, 382*.

seised*

tee failure of the British Ooveramenb to

B&im

the Alabama mao# these agent# more alerts an# they
pesolire# never to allow another ship to leave Britain
f«a the- fohfeieraoj*

On November 3# t#6t* .Secretary.

inward wrote to M a m s that .he- M l ,information concerning
irenel-sis being built in teglsnd* ostensibly for bhe.,..tetness- MmmmmmM# hat really for- the' ionf©derates*^
this inforiimtion -was- furnished by Budley* who was able
to find oat more about- the laird lams than iia M l .about
either the llerfia.or the Alabama* Me- wrote to Seward
as foliowsi

the two Irteol&O raw building by tee tfessrs*
Bairds for' the'§«fe#erubss are eaefi to have

two revolving towers of' turrets- similar to
.the monitors*- - teen these two vessels are ;
finished ther will be truly formidable vessels*,
-!the department must understand/ that- no pains
or expense is being spared to make,them, the
most powerful a M destructive vessels afloat*
nothing is being emitted that science or skill
can suggest* tee ssntmeiew have one of the
largest- yards in the kingdom and every facility
-'and means for -building vessels like teeie* ¥on
must not deceive ycw*s#lves* teen finished#
/they Mill hate mer# -fewer and speed* titan any
ireneiaia that have as yet been built# and. so
protested' with steel and' armor plate .as to be
almost invulnerable*:^
Bulloch was very- appi^hensive over the possibility of
tee Baird Hams being seised by tee Briblte officials*

Me

wrote* spread of offending tee United, States seems to-, be
^%%eont|ve. Boeuments* Vol* .11* Mo* 11# p* SI#*

m
the British pale of action nowadays."^

Realizing the

danger, Mallory suggested that the Laird Rams, toe fitted
©at from-French ports.
By February 3* 1863, Bulloch had concluded m a t the
British Government would seize the Laird Bams;^

sub

sequently, Mallory altered his original idea of fitting
them oat in French ports .and suggested that they toe transferred to French ownership.2^

Such a transfer

would toe fictitious* but it would tend to draw attention
away fro® the ironclads and might save them for the
Confederacy.

Mallory wrote to John Slidell* the Con*'

federate diplomatic agent in France, to advise Bulloch
of the possibility of transferring the Ship® to- french
ownership.

Mallory comprehended the calamitous effect

British seizure of the ironclads would have upon the
Confederate Naval effort*

thus* he made every effort

to avoid .such an excruciating blow to the Confederate
cause*
2% , B. Bulloch to S* R. Mallory* January 7* 1863,
CRN, Bar* ft, Vol. ti, pp. 331-32.
% M d , * p* 333D, Bulloch to
ttold,, p* 376,

$, R. Mallory* February 3, 1863,

R. Mallory to J. D. Bulloch, March 19, 1863*
Ibid., p* 376*
*T«. a. Mallory to J. Slidell, March
pp* 395-9®* •

Sf, 1863, Ibid,,

Accordingly, in the latter part'of March, 1863,
Bulloch transferred the ownership of the Ironclads to
Bravay and■Company of Paris and under qualified solicitors,
the necessary papers for-this transition were drawn up .in
legal fashion*®®' To remove- suspicion* Bravay, and Company
pretended to set as the purchasing agents for the pasha
of Egypt.2®

this -guise was easy, because the Viceroy of

'Egypt had' actually arranged with Bravay -and :Company to
have two armed frigates built, but -the Egyptian-request
had been kept secret for political reasons,3°

The

solicitors, hired to handle the sale, remarked on -its
completion that -the ships were Irretrievably--the property
of Messrs* Bravay and could not'be recovered by any process
they might think proper to- oppose*®'*1 It seemed t© Bulloch
that the ships were safe,®2 but to make the transfer
appear genuine he refrained from visiting 'the. Baird
yards and examining the 'vessels-*®®
28J. d . Bulloch t© s.
pp* hhg**h6*

r

The Bairds were not

. Mallory, dune 30, 1-863* Ibid*,

2%ulioch, I, 403.
3°Ibld,, pp. 406-40?.
D. Bulloch to S. R, -Mallory, October. 80, 1863,
ORB, -.Ser, «*-v©l*. tl, pp. SOf-508.
3 g I b l d ..

p,

§08*

33j. p.. Bulloch to S. 1*. Mallory. Jane 30* 1863, Ibid.,.,
pp. 445-46.

told that the sale was fictitious; consequently, they
thought that they were really building the ironclads for
Bravay and Company.34
fl*e Federal agents worked feverishly to prevent the
ironclads from falling laid eorfMerete hands* and
JfUly 11# 1863# M a m a acted Hassell

.to

m

confiscate the

ironclads mud .gave him affidavits containing proof m a t
ilia ship# were for the fen#e$ermies*3§

§n wm oilier hand*

the iretteti eensu1 at Mverpool eoimiienied that lie did not
eensMer the evidence amassed fey ftie Federal agent# as
eorrofeoraiitig ■the seizure of the !ronelais*^
Maas continued to flood the British Foreign Office
with'Miitlenml evidence and re<|nests that the laird, lams
fee seised*

M though ill# crown counsel did not think the

evidence sufficient to warrant confiscation* ftussell
realt«d that ifee escape of the vessels would cause a
serious crisis in tagle^toeriean relations*

On §#p**

temfeer 3* l8#3* luasell ordered Hie ironclads detained,
1# reached this deelsion privately* without the advice
or consent of tfee oafeinetj consetpientiy* fee wrote to
Maas# fr* * • I have to inform you that the matter is
34Bulloch, 1, 405.

■
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-the serious uni atmlous' eensA&eration -of Her :Majesty*

^
Mot M@iii| of Hussellfa itofin&of* to ietaln the freti*
etaiOj

M m m wrote the foreign M M s t e r on the;fifth#■-'

f,tt w e m M he superfluous in me to point out to year •
leMship that this As war * * .

Atoms went on to

uin ®y #fAaito At would he A^ose-AhAa that- any nation*
retaining a proper Mgmo ■<&£ w l f ^ a p e e t * o « I i :euhiiit^
say#

to a eontinuanee of relations so utterly hefieient ‘in
reaiprooAty# **3® this note embodied an ultimatum^ tut*

hmMum of lussell*a previous Oeoision to ■detain 'the
JB&Bft JBBHOU W

was

On i « M « r eighth

■.inesell wrote A i w s .that instruotitos had been giirein not
to allow the Ammo'ZM®

to %mmm-

Whett the matter of Hassell*s unauthorisea 'aotion in
seising, the Aronolais 'earns before the eahinet#''fioi*0
falmerston'hiaote# his foreign' Minister 'to order to
maintain ^some:sembianee of orier within M s oahiaat#

ho

•

3TH M „ # f. 298.
3°E3teeutlve Documents, Vol. .Il« Ho* HI,# p»

3&5-

39lbld. '
eChpli*tff
JSBl* '
4llblci., p, 366*
% , Adams, Massachusetts Klstoglcal Society, XEV, 290

#*t September eleventh Bussell premised Mams that the iron
clads would he held

« * until satisfactory evidence can

fee given as to their destination ♦ * *
inllsfteld* who

gaptain 1* A*

m m assigned the job of watching the JgJSSL

Bams* had orders to hoard them' if he saw any'sign or an
attest to deliver them to -the Confederates,^

the iron

clads .remained In the- possession of the builder* however*
and the

t0Mm were allm m t# continue _m m m 'on them* .

■in. September 9* X8#3* the- Messrs.* I*alrd were notified
that, the ships would not, fee allowed to .sail, or .even, to mate
a trial trip without special permission*

One month later

the Ironclads were,formally seised* ^after which they were
oSeaaSr watched, and guarded*., and the .worn of .completing
them virtually stopped*11**® In feferuarv* 1116%.* Bulloch
lnfor»d MaXi&fy that*
* * * the conjoint efforts of lord Bussell and
Mr* M a m s have proved irresistifele* sad' i t 'is
.new settled beyond a doubt that no vessel con
structed with a view'to offensive warfare can
fee built and got out of England for the service
of the Confederate States*1^
After1the

mlMmm- of the i»alfd Bams* weete went bp

during which ,fno information was lodged In the excheauer
^Executive Documents, Vol. II* 80. 11* p. 375^ B . Adams* Massachusetts Historical Society,

XLV, 303.
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D. Bulloch to S. ft, Mallory, February 17* 1864*
Ser. II, Vol. II, 583*

eonrt* nor could the solicitors for the defendants obtain
from the

any assurance as to when the ease

would he tried* or what would he the precise nature ofthe I n d i c t m e n t . t o w a r d the latter part of pecemher,
18§3, Bulloch took legal advice -upon the following pointss
first-*.,
Second*
third*

fs there any way of forcing the Severn**
ment to take action?
fan any damages he recovered from the
government if the verdict is favorable
t# the defeniaatsf
M i l the •evttmnMtt allow 'the ships to
he sold to a foreign $owert

to these questions Bulloch received 'tee following replies*
first*

letoni*
third#

1, suit * • * might he .instituted* hut
the iovemment would still have the
power to create deisms.* and practically
noting would he gained*
lafsage® could only he obtained by an
appeal to iwliamenf and a special act
of reliefs.
fhe ^orormioxit.wouM not i#ebably allow

m e ships to he sold to a foreign State *
hut might he willing to settle the whole
matter in full hr making the purchase
themselves*, provided the-iessrs* Bruvay
would sign' a iuit claim#*111
Bulloch* a solicitor .was decidedly of the opinion that:
* • * lord Bussell would not act ai m e r in accord*

mm with justice or lawj that he was in feeling a
thorough partisan of the United States* and, acting
in m a t spirit* .would create mil the delay possible
In triaging the case to trial and would further
eimarrass the defendants by successive appeal® from
mm consecutive verdict* Be also felt convinced
that lord install would never permit the rams to

■leave England, unless 'the Emperor of the French ,
would claim them as French property*. and thus
1 relieve H. M. Government of all responsibility
to the United states*^
i£t lanuary, 1864, Bulloch decided to go to France
and bring the matter to a elos® without further delay by ■
'
directly appealing to the Emperor through the Messrs.
Bravay,

Initially there vraa occasion to hope that}

Hapoleon wtsuld intervene at this.. State of the proceedings,
but later this hope became incertitude. .Shortly, after his
■arrival in Paris, Bulloch's doubts ware confirmed,

'"the

Emperor caused the Messrs* Bravay as well as the Ion* Mr.
*

Slidell.'t#
of the

♦.

S.,

/

•

'

•

■

a,

' ,-

i t h a t ' h e . eooli net mate the.

StfttifiH

t®

';

the.

mms$m4 that the
mite .noeffort® to :»mmte the .^eieaoe. of the '.JUftoolMa* tolloeti
.laid the #$$$ before.Slidell to# Mmm*
-woipe in. Marl#* teflfiitelir

tod toted theli? ©3p4niona-.e ■filer OOittori^d wibhSailoch,
■that thea?e

m & m hofe of getting the treaseifi out# and

■p&lleeh ma® advfeed'to a?eeow3?#. if poosilte# the mefiesr
#^poni:0i*:^

f* jS6#y. ^Boiiooh .fod^osted

Messrs. A. Bravay and Company to soil the .tetri' .Raws with
as little delay as

possible.

5£

Months Went toy while the British Government was

diligently scrutinizing any possible evidence* the Severn*
ment even assumed the coat of sending a commission to Egypt

to interrogate the Viceroy as to his business relations
with the Messrs. Bravay and Company,

finally* on May 20,

1864, naval experts from the Admiralty carefully examined

and valued the ships* '
“and then, with the- lawsuit in one
hand and the .valuation in the other* they made a direct
offer to the Messrs. Bravay, which was accepted."-^ the
ironclads became the Scorpion and Wlvem of her .Majesty’s

Bulloch lamented -the less of the ironclads as if he
had lost his best friend*.

He con5>rehended the calamitous

effect the loss of the Ironclads would have upon the
Confederate Maty*

He realised that he was about to lose

something even more dear to him than a friend— his country...

for without the ironclads 'the Lilliputian of the 'naval
world would toe obliterated by the Gargantuan federal Havy.

52j, p. Bulloch to Messrs. A. Bravay and Company,
February ?, 1864, CRH, Sef* 11* Vol. It* 586.

^Bulloch, f* 440,
■t

5%.» D. Bulloch to ■§, R. Mallory, February 17, 1864*
CRM* Ser* If, Vol. ft* p. 294.

Although Bulloch* with deep regret, consented to sell
the ironclads, nevertheless, he paid tribute to. 'the, com
pletely fair and straight-fox-ward way in which the Admiralty
conducted the operation of purchase. The ships were valued
fairly in every, respect, and the amount paid by the British
Government was about 630,000 in excess of the. original
contract price of the two- ships. . Bulloch wrotei
« * * the eireumBtances which brought this
pecuniary reinforcement to the .funds of the
Maty' Department were most distressing.* yet
the relief same at a time when much work
would have been necessarily .abandoned* and
seme Important contracts cancelled, if it
had not been obtained.^?
the failure of the Laird Rams marked the final efforts
of games Sulloet* to get msn-of-war constructed in Great
Britain*®®

The Confederate Navy was destined not to

suffer defeat on the high seas but ratter within the
confines ©f the British Government’s law offices*

Fraser*, Trenholra and Company further complicated the
diplomatic ■situation, when they decided to make the Con
federacy a present of a 28? ton steamer*

they had

Fawcett, Preston, and Company and- William Miller' and
5%ulloch, I, 44®.,

Sons build the't
XQxmtfteb*under the direction of lieutenant

Mmt&MMm* one of Builo0 hfa subordinates
the
fidei^. a^eiita-leaified of the veteel m&-%mk ate##' to'
#rewnt ita departure! and- on March 28* 1863* -XtattXey •■■
aatei the eelteeter of ■customs at MverpooX to have-the •

vessel sei^ed.*®^
On March II* 1863# Badtar wrote Seward 'that he' would
.#o ‘all, that he could to atop' the.;Alexandra*.■hut, he entered
up-eu the business with'doebbs and laisgivtegs * Budleyfit
attorney* ■Bqn&rey* fey name*. -of the firm of Bmesn* 'Soearey
ani Btmoteere* of Mteiipool#. $(h« ^ludley 'me #na-owa^n^iit
ainoe there was «iet 'auffioieut evidence of ’the latent of"
the teasel to mate a ease possible*®^

Budlsy complained

to Seward on teroh. 99* -$963* of- the.':g » a t 'iiariihi# «i':
injustice' ;he was ei^eiisneing in having the i&esandra:<
stuped* : He tali, that the British^Soverriment refused to

m®m until legal evidence'hai been furnished wtiioh'itould
Justify"the seizure of the vessel *'Snd that the Government
would provide -no means for'proeuiing'eviieho#^^
5 % * B. .Bulloch to &*. 1* Mallory* Movember T# lift*
!* B a r #

XX*. ?ei*. X X *

p*

994*

i* vol..it*
68, >10♦■.» p. 259,

no.

ii*.p. gfe.

£8j 1001* Dudley had collected a mnhrn of
:m£fMm&%nSm ^Ui®h :%be statements* 'M'I was .informed*11.^or
^sema one said*11 appeared fre<pently*^3 ^%^bo affidavits
By'-'larch

were ■sent'to-Mams who* in turn* forwarded them to
Bussell*®^ ■in April- 5# 'iSSl* -MiBis'.raeeivedi.''-« notefrom -Jtusseii •
■saying. that‘OiNfera had' teen' sent te'.jyurer*
pool for the -Seisure of the M e ^ n d m *®^ ‘fwo^days later
■Mass'wrote to leward .as foilows.*
■'.■■*■-^- % 1 bhinbwe.
-from 'this *mot- :^5be
seizure of the .Me^an0rs7 that the government
.is really disposed.%blmlxib&±n its neutrality*,
f rejoice at this symptom of a disposition t#
defeat the machinations of those who hope to
relieve 'the rebels by the creation of a
.diversion from this side.:# fee manner In. which their sympathising newspapers notice
the .event bebrayg the .bitternesses of their'
disappointment ■#****
Bulloch o^plaineil to ffgllopy on dune 3#* li#3# that
In the case -of the seizure of' the .Ale^wdra the defendants
were denied a hearing before the magistrate* instead of
permitting a hearing* the 'British authorities caused the
ship to be sneheouered*

By

this proceeding, the- vessel

was subjected to indefinite delays before it could he
released! although it was,not condemned*

'it was.a

process* also where the Bwerx»aent.* even though it
®%hiau *■pp * ,i6a#6S *•

99
failed to win its ease.* could debar the defendants from
any right or claim for damages or costa*

Bulloch inter*

prated this action as a further disposition of the
British authorities to favor the United states through
its officials.^
The ease of the Alexandra was called on. June ft*
1863* and was tried before the herd Chief Baron of the
(JQ
Exchequer, Sir Frederick pollock.
At the trial the
judge interpreted the Foreign Enlistment Act in terms
favorable to the Confederacy.

He justified the supplying

of ships to belligerents by the subjects of a neutral
power, on the grounds that international law did not
forbid the supplying of anything else which 'might be
used for the destruction of human beings*.

He did not

think ships should be an exception*®®
The question as finally left with the. jury by the
lord Chief .Baron was as follows1
Mas there any intention that in the port of
Liverpool, or in any other port, she the
Alexandra should be , . , either equipped,
furnished, fitted, out or aimed with the
intention of taking part in any contest?
* , » if you think the object was to-©quip,
p. Bulloch to S. R. Mallory, June 30* I863, OgN,
Her, It, Vol. XI, pp. 44-7-48.
6%ulloeh, 1, 447*48.
^®Ibid., p, 334.

furnish* 'fit out* or w
that, vessel at
than that is a sufficient matter. But if you
thlnR the object was to build a ship in obedience
to an order, and in compliance with a contract*
leaving it to. those who'bought it to m$m wtab'
use they thought fit of It* then it appear# to
tie that the foreign enjietinemt act has not been
in any degree Wo&&it*70
®he Jury pronounce# a verdict in favor-' of the de-fen*
dants* since there was not sufficient ground for holding,

w m appealed* and the Severnmenb
found means of prolonging the proceedings m that the
the shIp*7J

fne case

Mfjgandfa was never d#live»d to the confederacy*^
legal.victory for the Confederacy brought m
satisfactioni a ship w m lost*

material

She ironclads

last hope for an impotent icmfiderate levy*

fhe

m m the

Bulloch

had been a stalwart for the Confederate naval departments
but his vigorous shipbuilding campaign for the Confederacy

w m brought to an end by the British legal officers*

^%3ce-cutive. Bocuments* yei* v# Ho. u * p*. 130*
7%alloeh* I*. 335*
7%he Alexandra* ^having been released*, was sent to
Hassaui where' she ’Has again libelled in the Vice -Admiralty
Court- of the Bahamas* and a second time released * * * *
She remained at.Nassau until the end of the war* and was
afterwards Known as the Mary*n Bernard* Historical Account
.of Heutrality, pp* 3&*M*

m m m ?
*

m m m m m m t m wm&m

The Alexandra was seised ''upon a * # * principle# new
to British pxHMedtaute*.1** in Hare!'* .&?* l86t, Basse.11. had
written to Mmrni
It is * * * a duty not to punish- persona on
suspicion* without any .proof of their evil
intent.* ft is not the custom of this country
to deprive any person of liberty tr frepifbif'
without evidence of some offense*®
But criers were siren to- stop the

because

evidence seemed to indicate .she was intended for the
ionfeierate service * Shis was far from being the same.
thing as the previous assertion that conclusive evidence
was retluired:*^

4 letter which Bussell wrote to lyons on

4prii ?* 1863* indicated that the new principle was
henceforth to be observed in matters relating to the

Confederacy! •
fh® orders given to watch*' and stop when
evidence can be procured*'vessels apparently
intended for: the Confederate service will*'it
•^Owsley, Kin* Cotton, p. 483.
gBxecutlve Documents. Vol. I*

Mo.

11.

p.
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% , 6. Adams, Great Sritain and American Civil May.
II, 13S, ■

is bo be' hoped* allay the Btrmg imtlm-BB- which
tove been raised in northern America by the "k ''
escape from J m t i m of the- Beebe ana Alabama*

lueseM altered his former liberal views about tan*
federate shipbuilding in England,

as mentioned earlier#,

hem influenced by the privateering bill
of the baited states#? feobably the best m m m for

he seems to have

Insaelite change of pinion was his awareness of what

M&fomsm might do to- British eomweee*^ Jn 1S61British property, on the- seas w m worth M0&4&00&M0 to
future

white no other country had more .than-..
3B3ft#OW»O0O*

Britain. UaM much

wars if Alaham&s

mem to lose -in future

worn permitted to ba .constructed .in

neutral ports as commerce destroyers*^
Florida

fhe Alabama and

were already too successful for the Confederacy*0

own good*
Utii the increased vigilance of the iriti^i # o v e m ^

Mint Bulloch*a building program in
to an end*-

Britain had

come

However, Bulloch still, had one ship# the

deorglana* under construction In the yard of a Mr* Baurle

irtnatnaafcfr

law# pp

% » 0. Adams, Great
7Hansard,

m PE (1863) 734-35.

Civil H&*».

at Glasgow*§ After running the blockade to Charleston the
fast and powerful steamer, faorgiana, was to be fitted -on%
a cruiser#® the Confederate vessel escaped from Mverm
in January# 1&S3U after M a w , an# Dudley ha# pro**
teste#, to no a v a i l But the British Government per*
'■mitte#.-the* ship to- go hecause they conSldere# the

a peaceable trader* ^ ■ Pie Qeorgiana ha# left Mverpooi.'
Iteuary-tt# 1663# cleare# for Massau an# was 'supposedly
going '$©■'be of service'for the Chinese*^
Pie leersslana was an iron screw steamer constructed
by a George tflgg of Mew Orleans*

"Pie ship was registered

in- the name of a Hell Msthieson, who was Secretary of
Confederate Cr#.nances In Glasgow*

lore again Bulloch was

the man behind the scenes# an# he #1# all of the actual
^i#jiiipjjii^i.nTjiilKOin

'
Lij i n

A
Congress, House of ■Representatives#
of Great Britain as M l # Before the tribunal

mmrMttmm:** m

faff t* -Mo* tot, .p* Ifl |Cite# hereafter
9S. ■A. Wallace (ed.),■

» P*
H j f o l d p.

13Ag,

■■

^John_lhomas Scharf, History of the ^ghnfedax’afce States
^ *.
"'tiSf^,c,f

planning*

Pie Georglana proceeded from Glasgow to

Liverpool on January 3# 1863*

Dudley contended that the

m o m t m m had four perb^boles for rifled rnmwmt^
however# the British Government did not believe- Dudley*s

claim wm m m lm & m evidence for e e l P i e

assistant

surveyor at iiverp-oei, #ames Webb# boarded the Georgian**
an# said be found nothing to .indicate the vessel would be
used for a privateer* He salt drugs were aboard,- and 00
it was likely the vessel, was a blockade runner*-^ Pie
head surveyor added that he ha# found nothing wrong with,
'the 0aptain,s papers*^ Webb also state# in his report
that the Georglana ha# no port-holes when he inspected
her at Mverpoot*^® nevertheless. Mams Cel# Bussell he
doubted the report of the- surveyors at Mverpeoi*

Mams

contends# a foreman who superintended the work, on theGeorgian* tel# him. he ha# pierce# 'two- popf^hei-es on each
aide of the vessel**^
H* Horse to C* F* Adams, January
to the Foreign Beiailena of the Dolts# Slates#

tlpon-' arritral at. Maaaam the feorgjana

wm

estamined

again .ty tn$ authorities*. they reported m e vessel was
not^aj?»4*.^ot eenstruste-i of heavy iron# ani-mei more
than ■five hundred ■tons feufien.*?^ ■■Oon&e^uantly* the
feer^iena was .released:-,aahaet 'Bail for. ^larlaaton*-..
Unfortunately far the Oonfederaey the feorgiana vearn©
into aaataet with f&deral ships on. Hareh-If* .iSil#-, while
trying to

mm. the

bipelade*. /fhe. teomiana was.-.-iaten* •

tioaaily.\ran ashore at Jong Island feeaeti, on. ^the south ■
S&rollna coast -to avoid .capture*

the w l t o was .,

,:

disabled-. fey the essploslon .of:.a dfoall.under the atom*. ■
and the hull was penetrated: fey several -shots*^

With

the destruction■of the Oe<n^lene* ..Bnllooli ©excluded tils ■
©fforte to feuild any ‘more ©misers in.England* ■'S8*e ■
ieorgiana. had. originated in ieetiaad tat her .'first \
sailing: date was ■from

Mmrpmk*-

However# •■lulleeii' did

send other ships 'to' sea from England# one of the moat
notable feeing the S<l& King# later called the lfeenan0.oah.»

In the,autumn of 18i3 Bulloch and Lieutenant Robert I*
farter' 'mad.© a trip to. the fl^de .to .furotiaae a feloeted©
2

0

IMd., p. 204.
Executive Documents, Vol. XI, Part 2, No. 282,

P*

■

m m m r i m transporting marine ■engines to 'the. 60nfeder&oy*^
-While there they noticed a ship, that .was full^riggei '.with;',
something more than auxiliary steam-power.*., this ship. had.
all the ■necessary arrat^emants ■&m disconneotlng' tni
lifting, her screw* fhey were pleased with the ship# but
they could mate only a very hurried and imperfect inspect
tien .of-the vessel as .the .Sea King was about to -leave on
her'first voyage* Bulloch learned# however#-that the
vessel ' w sailing, for lomhay# and that ''the .iea fEjng
would return to England in eight or 'ten months* ^
gullooh envisioned the Ihenanaoah as a possible
reincarnation of the immensely successful Mabama. ..and
Florida vessels* fttes© two- earlier Confederate raiders
hai a disastrous effect upon. Wn&m Ummmwm* ..Ifter a
,few months it 'became very dangerous for Halted States
vessels to. appear on the ccmasercial. lanes, of the high
seas*

In fact# many American merchantmen began to sail
•Oii.
under neutral .flags or remain, in port* 22Bulloch, II, 234*36,
a3lbld., #,'125,

®%he following is an account of the number .and tonnage
of American vessels which wane registered under the British
flag to avoid capture, by Confederate cruiserss In l86l,

vessel* 126*. tonnage 71,6735 in 1862, vessels 135# tonnage
6^,578} in 1863# vessels 348, tonnage 252,579; and in 1864,
vessels 106, tonnage 92,052. Bulloch, 11, 185*.

Ay the end of 186%'the number of Halted States vessels
Bailing under ■British flags had dropped drastically# illus**
tr&ting the diminishing Confederate

m

vy* By the'. summer

of 186% the confederates had "only ease English^feullt

cruiser'oh the high- seas# the ■-lie**Ida* this mmm% mm
on her third# and'what'proved to' fee her last. cruise*®:
'Msfeama was sunH off' Oteffeourg on dune if# 186%* fey
the'Baited States steamer tesrsar&e* eommahdedl -by a
Captain Winslow*® fhe English steamer#'Iteerhonna# wasnearby■at'the time and rendered assistance to the- crew
feho ilefeama* which greatly mpset the Ifhibsi Itstes*®
to tuly# ti6%* Mallory wrote to Bulloch urging him to
replaoe the &lafegmif*®
Mallory was well aware of the magnitude of the
■cruisers Bulloch had oonstruoted# feat he was not satis*fled with the meenstrsSnea coastal trade and fisheries
of the United States along the California coast* .Bulloch
was pessimistic over the chances of the British Mmrnn^ment's allowing Confederal cruisers to sail from British
®%* 1* Mallory to #*. B* Bulloch# Bovemfeer 17# 186%-#
flltf# ier* 11# Hoi* 11# pp* 787*68+
■®8* B* Mallory1© Report to the President# Jtpril 30#
*6®*# Ibid** p* 631*
S7lkM-» pp. 632-33.
28S. R. Malloyy to J. D* Bulloch, July i®, 1864,
iMa,. p. m r .
'
...
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shipyards, but he renewed his efforts whan hie financial
position was strsngthened by the sale of the balrd hams
In May, iftS&J8®

concluding that it m m no longer feasible

to build ships In England, Bulloch negotiated to purchase
the Sea King,30

Although Bulloch’s activities In England

during the y e w s H i t to 1865 m m
compared with those of

insignificant when

186s and 1863, the last two years

were not idle one© for him.
lieutenant Carter hod returned to Richmond from
England and talked with Mallory about the Sea Kiras,
Mallory was impressed and consequently ordered Bulloch
to purohase two ships of the typo of the Sen King for
operation against th* whalers of the North Pacific.^1
She initial stop Bulloch took in purchasing the 8©o KIo k
exemplifies M

of' his outstanding charaoteristlos-"

initiative. While Mallory and Carter were discussing
iMs merits of tbs 3aa K i m as a cruiser Bulloch hod
^tailEMh, If, H 8 ,
3% u i i o c h h o d r e c e i v e d w o r d o f the a v a i l a b i l i t y o f
tho
Kifth f r o m M s b r o k e r a n d c o n c l u d e d t h e d e a l b e f o r e
r e e e i v i i n g m S l l o r y *a i n s t r u c t i o n s .
Bulloch and Carter had
been attracted by tbs Baa Kina some months before tat at
t h a t time the vessel w a s w o t « p , sale,
J. 0 , B u l l o c h t o
S . a , K a l l a * ? , S e p t e m b e r 1 6 , 1 8 6 b, O R N . S w , X I , V o l . 1 1 ,

p. f«8*
3 % , ft.Mallory to «X* 0, iSwiitah, August if, 1068,
I;bM.i,« p. 70S*

■tee

; Baber on Mallory.■

appointed Mentenant.. Jamas |, Maddell as coaimausdep of
the ,Sea jEfcifrffi

■mm B m M m m m a .moi^ehaiit- -si#»#r built .*$ -Glasgow
in .1063*^ and the vessel, had belonged to a Bombay company
employing. .her. in -the. last- India. trade-*

Hhtst -'jmretiateu by ;

Bnllooh1a.agent she had, Just-returned: from her first .
royag#*®?

..

toe :M a p e r h a p s . , t h e

only ship of her type

and class.In Great Britain," and the vessel could not fall
32J. ft, Bulloch to I* Jt, Mallory, October 20, 1864,
Jacoat approximately 1A5,0Q0.
[7 Me* 11* p.
3%nilo#h told Mallory h# wanted a dommodore Barron
to e M i d tit# Shenandoah^ hat he ■was.not available and
so Barren sen% 1588STST^'S* D* Bulloch to S« 1* Malloy*'
Sepieiteer tf* 1§64* jgjg* Ser XI* ?«&*.-XZ» ft ?3$*,;3tuiieoh
described tee iea M u g 'at fully M gged* with rolling' top**sails* and .plenty W #aoeommodations for officers- of -.all
grades#- Between' dee&s ah# was 7 feet 6 inches high* with
large air .forte* which had teen fitted, tinder -doyemiaent
inspection for tee tranaport of troops* toe remsel had
a tonnage #f I*l6o* and w m classed as an A#»l ship*
Bulloch considered tee. tea King: admirably suited for the
purposes of the Confederacy* 'and said teat he would
spar# no effort nor neglect any precaution-which would
tend to place her speedily unde r tee. flag* -3V B* .Bulloch
to S* B* Mallory* September 16, 1864, Ibid..* .$♦ 723.. to#
cost of tee laurel was M2,000. the vessel was ..described
as being' about 300 tons, burden* nearly new* and.very.,
strong* BEecutire documents* Vol. I, Mo# 11* p* §§§*

-3^Iicecutlye loctwents, tol* 111* Ho* .lif p# 3-1#*
: . 35j . 3. Bulloch bo 3, ft., Mallory, Sopbsnibsr lb, 1064,
ORN, Ser. II, Vol. tl, p. 723.
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to attract attention in the lendon decks*

Jt was cbyieus

that the 'vessel weuj# be wmbehe# with suspicion by the
hire# detectives of the Unite# Sietee oonsnl*^
on this aceount« #i# not da**a hoard the chip*

gnii@eh^

tmm pewit

his name to ho c&nneete# with the ■$&& Minims purchase*

mm- arrange# for1through hi char# Mpighb
of Mverpeel* who bought the vessel to his own mxmM

fhe pirchase

ha# her cooled* an# clears# for Bombay.^?

$he captain

of the fee Klme was given iwswer^of^attomey to sell the
vessel at any tine after leaving lon#on for any m

not

less than 1A£#000 sterling#^®
Bulloch purchase# a seww«*afceamer called the .Baurel to
act as tender* or supply vessel.* to the Jea Miniuffi the
tuaiiMes of the vessel fitted her for blockade runaing*
an# Bulloch thought' she slight earn her own expenses* or
■%0
perhaps recoup the cost of the purchase*.
Bulloch was correct in assuming that the activities
cornea be# with the purchase of the lea Kiry^ an# the Baurel
3^Bulloch, II, IS?*
^Executive Documents, Vol. Ill, Ho. 11, p. 319*.
Wright wa S"
&feer»«)Slaw of Charles Prfoleau, of
South Carolina and ho was the managing partner of the
Liverpool house of Fraser, Trenholm and Company. Ibid,
38Ibld.
3%ulloch, II, 129*
4Qiteia*

iix
weal#

m m m the suspicions of ferbherm officials* Ihiiley

wrote Mams on #etoher ?, i86&* that he understood a screw*
steamer called the l*snrsl ha# been purchased for the fen**federates*

the vessel was then at klverpooX and had been

entered by Henry I
tafwe.* agent of the ships*. to lea# far
Matamoras* via .ifassau*

A number of ease# containing g m s

an# gun* carriages had teen taken on board, mid there was
nothing* Dudley wrote, to prevent ttiaae being mounted
the ships* decks as soon, as the vessel left port,

m

ladlev

stated the laurel had twenty-one seamen more than remired
for a vessel of her class'and that the l*gaii^l*# movements
were most smspioions#^'^

#n -feieber 8, 1S64, Dudley

addressed a similar eommnnioation to Seward, and said
that while he had no evidence against the |tanf^1., he
is
felt that the vessel should# if possible,- be captured♦ ■
Dudley was most assiduous in his onslaught of the don*
federate vessel,. He and M a m a were well aware of the
havoc another Alabama could render to .federal commerce *■

M m m continually admonished the British for their supine'
effort*
lifter her purchase the laurel was placed in- the hands
of a shipping agent in Mverpeol* hoofed for a voyage to
Havana, and thus -advertised.

It was stated that she would

^Executive Documents, V*3U--|:* No. 11, p*’5®S*
% M d ., B. 556.

H i

false .freight' -and a limited number of passengers.*.

,#fhe

freight# of coarse* .consisted of the .stores and -arraaisenb
far the cruiser* -aea.Iiiy* and -the passengers were 'the
offleers and a few choice men. for ,her*M^
j* .f*

lieutenant

was in oemiitati#. -of :the Baursi* ant :h© was

■nrtere#'tt :saii on the afternoon -of October 8*.
.Meufenatit -HHlIant 0.#, ihittie was ordered to

pmmm it

htaself at a certain hotel in bondon ant assume an. Alim**
W* S* Brown#

there he would meet Be ter I# Corbett *

Mh&ttl# w m to .arrange passage on the iea -H n n and talcs:ordera from Captain Corbett,

mm legal commander of the

ship*'until Corbett was transferred*

Bulloch'told

liiittle to aefualnb himoel# with the iea King1a sailing#
to observe the disposition of the crew, an# to discuss
with'Captain Corbett the m<M&s#argr alterations and other
detsdis relative to sen^erting the -ship into a Confederate
oruiser#^^
43Builoeh, II, 129...
.’Jiji
^^l^eoutiire Boouments# foi..* 1# Ho* II# p* 5S7 * Baasay
was ■to-'
I w w i F ^ ^ e S l e E S l ^ o m m B d e r James I# Waddell an# .hi©
staff of offleer©* an# the..other passengers# of whom "he ha#
■been adulssd* to- funohal on the Island of Madeira (part of
the Azores |* iamaay was ordered to fate m bear# at funchal
as large a' supply of coal as he thought safe* since he might
hare to S t e m t m twenty days* J* $« Bulloch to J* B*
Bamsay* Cctober 8*
Ciff* ier * II* toi# II# T43*3**
iu Bulloch to W* C* Whittle* October 8* I8fik*

«B*« ier* It* Vol* II* 731*3**

ting was. ordered to

as-early

as possible on -the- .morning of October 8*

ha# orders to sail from -Liverpool in the afternoon of the.
%6
same ■day*' ■■
*..

. , ■■.the •oossponeni parts of this;na?al;©^edition
with ■precision*

On' October .BO* 1864, ■liilloolr oporto# to.

ittllory^the- safe departure of the Sea Bing# 'tet said that '
the entire e^edition was then far at ■sea •^beyond the reach
of iaterf^»nae on the. part of-any 'United States authority
in..Swope*,*1' Be continuedi

t need only- say that the arrangements combined most favorably* an# that the two vessels sailed***-:
■the Sea-King ffern ,i*on4on -and the laurel from
Mwi^ool**within a few hours of -eaSl other* &
hear#' from the ;Sea ling off: iesl* everything was
in .fine condition iSS m e was making it§- knot© .
under atearn an# fore tel-aft sails* lieutenant
lamsay sent me m line from the pilot station off"
Holyhead* to say that not a single package had
been left* and that the Sanyol though deep with
coal*: had averaged over ''Si Hots since leaving--■
the Mersey,1*?
the arraniemehts for,the Boa ling’s cruise were■.sue*
cessful'to' the-final details* ftte ship met her tender# the
Baurej#'at fftinshai, and a.prompt transfer of 'the stores
took'.place off Madeira*^®46Bulloch» %t» 131.
..

[p.

|># Bulloch to S, R.Mallory, October 30,
&dp Vol* IS,

.48Bulloch, II,'141

M u m all the su»liae destined for the raster
were aboard* Captain Waddel1 assembled the
crews# announced the transfer of ownership#
read hie c<mamission# and declared the former
Indiaman to be the 'ihgneiidoah^ of bit# ion-*
federate -States
the two ships separated in Oetober,. 1864, and the men
who had declined to enlist In the Confederate service were
ba&en on the laurel to fensrlffe# and later their# with
Captain Corbett and his officers, returned to England on
the steamer falebar*^
ft was a disappointment to Bulloch that so few of
the m.n could be induced to eater the service when they
learned the object of the ship's cruise*-®^ But# he was
■cheered by the report of Meubensab Jtsmssy that# while
the fheasndeah started 'On her cruise w r y shorthanded,
the officers were all in fine spirits# 'Bulloch felt
sure that the crew could be steadily reinforced from
prises#®^

fb# tenacity and veracity with which Bulloch pursued
the armament of Confederate cruisers bordered on the
incredulity# His adversaries^-tlme# insufficient finances#

& **&♦
®%3ceemtive Bocurasnts# Vo«U III# Mo# 11# p* 3^4#

hostile British laws, and methodical Federal surveillance—
would have' disheartened the average man.

She Shenandoah's success as a man-of-war is indicated
by the following statistics?
:

‘

.<

•-

'

the crews of the captured
. .

-1

' •• i

-l

' •’

,

vessels numbered In the aggregate of l#§i3 men# and

W m

value of the vessels descried by the, iteoaodoth#

cording

m

to the depositions of the masters taken at the time of theeapfu»g# was #l#36l#f®3*.®3
liilt

%®m

W m

- m m m m

®f

the Shenandoah*

significant than the ..fi-erlOa or MafeattBu

thoroughly dispersed# and ,for the most part# destroyed
the toerioaii whaling' fleet*

Bhonandoah sailed in the pacific and toetic Oceans
and did not come into contact with the main vessels of the
fhited States merchant marine* Since these dialers
remained at sea for long periods of time# Waddell obtained'
vea^ little information .about the outside world* the
flvil War had terminated In dune# 186g* with the surrender
of ienerat lee to General Orant# but Waddell never received
Bulloch1'sfetter*'St never discovered until several
months later that the war was over* St was. informed of

5 V . D. Bulloeh to J. I. Waddell, June 19, 1865, ORN,
ier* II, Vol. II, p* 111* §h 9mm If# 1865, Bulloch wrote
a letter to Waddell telli*ig.him the war. was over. - He .told
him to- enter any port# discharge the crew#- and. disarm the
ship* However, Bulloeh did not know where the •Shenandoah
was nor if Waddell would ever get his letter* ffeldV" rnt

the ■.Confederate defeat-by a British1ship.#- tha 'ggggj
he m t :on August --i* 1®S3*®®
Bulloch's hopes -and aspirations came to ■an'eni with
the ■surrender of the
rise

She ■Oonfederaey would

a g a i n - i n - t h e page*.-of h i s t o r y #

b u t -t h e role' f l a y e d

by Bulloch seemed ■destined to ho buried ■in oblivion* :*/■■-■

®%tern* duns Boared* p* 338

Historians have failed to realise the significant® of
Bulloch's contributions to the Confederate cause, and. they
have given little attention to- his activities*

If Bulloch

had been successful in achieving his complete goal* he
would have been listed among the great heroes of the timr
for Southern Independence,

to it is# one can only say

that he made one of the most significant and noble con*
tnotations to a *&ast cause-*®
Bulloch served a "Best Cause” but he most assuredly
served it well# as testified by- the ships he bought or had
built in England*

the first of these cruisers was the

.florida* She began her career in y&nuafy, 1863# and
sailed in the Atlantic for nearly two years*

fhe lipplda

destroyed many enemy merchantmen until October 7# 1864,
when she was finally destroyed by the United States
W&ehnsett *
Florida was followed by 'the Alabama* -fhe Alabama,
the most- renowned of the Confederate cruisers built through
Bulloch's efforts, put to sea under the Confederate flag
on August £4, 1862*

Buring her first two months at sea

she took twenty prises.^

%3cecutive Documents, Yol* IV, Mo* 11, pp* 446*56*

fhe fiopiOuj Alabama* and the itiensndoah. sunk or
captured more than -if® merchantmen*

the United

States

recognised the importance of these cruisera and estimated
the damage done by them at more than $15,0Q0,QGQ.2
Much credit for the aceompl ishments of these vessels
must he .given to Bulloch.

The greatest'obstacle'which the

Confederate Mavy had to surmount was lack o f 'ships, and
it was Bulloch’s diligent and faithful application'of his
ingenious ability* his thorough knowledge of nautical
affairs# and his sound experience that enabled the don*
federaey to surmount this hurdle *
Bulloch also made important contributions to blockade
running* one of the most important activities of the Civil
War*

-the Confederate havy tried to break the blockade with

Ironclads*, but the Ifjfginls and a few crude ironclads' builtin Confederate ports did not constitute sufficient force
to deal decisive blows*

All. hope of breaking the blockade

was based on the rams that Bulloch was- having built*-

As

early as April 10* !■§€&* Mallory wanted six ironclads
built in England*, but the shortage of money limited the
number actually contracted.*

these six ironclads might

have rendered the blockade ineffectivej they might havemade' disastrous raids on Union, portsi and they might have

turned the tide of the

But the United Stakes Govern

ment* realising.' their importance* took a strong stand and
demanded that England and France prevent the
and the Alexandra from'sailing*

After the Confederate

military disasters of the summer of 106$# England

m€

frm m could not afford to defy the Union stand*, and they
seised the M l f d Bams*
.Bulloch cannot be charged with incompetence or lack
of diligence simply because'he failed to get the

lams afloat*

The obstacles were so great that, they could

not be surmounted*

Bulloch*, like his famous contemporary*

Hubert I# Bee* displayed skill and ability in making the
best of difficult situations*, but the United States had
vastly superior resources against which the total efforts
of the foftfederaoy could not. prevail.«
perhaps it is possible to better- appreciate BulieobVs
value by measuring it in dollars and cents*

fn answer to

a resolution of the 'United Hiatts House of ftepresentatlvea
dated- January 88* 1 8%* there

w m -compiled a list of

American, vessels captured and destroyed by Confederate
cruisers during the Civil liar*

This list gives the

nunfeer of ships destroyed by the Alabama as. 7®I the .
recorded as having destroyed

$6 vessels! and

B* Mallory to #*■* Bavis* April 10#
#**%. if* uoi* if* pp# i8i*0a-*

>«■ a
the Shenandoah 36*-'•' Owsley in hie hook King Cotton

MPlomsey stated that during the .war above BOO ships
were sunk or captured by all Confederate cruisers and

privateers*'with a .property less of around thirty million
dollars,^
the hazards of shipping drove American vessels home*
■or to neutral ports* and marine insurance rose higher
than it was in the war with England in 18-lt when §rent-:
Britain had the United states* coast blockaded*- Ulti
mately there-.was no alternative but to dispose of. these
ships to neutral powers*®
At the end of the war in 1863 only a little over a
million tons* of the inferior vessels which could not be
sold*, were left of the total Morthern merchant marine*
this same marine In' 106® -consisted of 5*500*00®' to
6#®®®*®®® tone*^
It is significant to note that- no one in treating
the subject has minimised Bulloch’s ability or tuestioned
his honesty* sincerity# or patriotism*

In fact.many

Confederate leaders- praised very highly Bulloch’s-

^Bxecutive Poeuments* Vol* IU* Wo*- 11* pp. A%6-7^«
%waley* King Ootton,- p* 3iS--»

6Itoia., pp. 574-75.
-•7ibid..,. OTf». 574-75.
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Donfederate service*

President Davis* whose views, were

typical#' wrote as follows t

Dapbatn Barnes D* Bulloch* an'offloor of the
el# navy* of high ability as a statesman* an# of
an integrity which 'stood the test ^nder which a
Isas stern character might have given way, was .
our naval agent atMvefpeol* -In his office ho
disbursed millions* and# when there was.no one
to whom he could be te4uired ^ render.account*
pal# out the- last shilling in his'hand# ■Mid.:
confronted poverty with no prospect of other
reward teen, that which he might find in a :
clear conscience.*^'
■fhe history of the Bomt hem naval procurement in
England is largely the story of lamas Bulloch#
activities form an impressive monument

.Els

mom worthy of

note than his 'present untepb tombstone in Mverpoelte
fortetb cemetery*®

%effsfson Davis.* ^tte Else ani .fall of ..the,ionfeterate
government {a voi*-»j tewlforSr** WwlSEIetoii1
mS
248. '
%rani< merit and themes. M* ireen# “freat Britain an#
the Confederate llavy* 1861*186$,#11 Mstory today* XIV
(October* 1964)* 695* After the wW^SBllblEremaiiie# in
fciverpooi an# entered business- as a merchant# After the
death of his second wife in 1897* 'Bulloch, 'move# in with
his seti**in*law at 76 Canning Street* Mverpool* 11s first
wife die# in 1854 leaving no children* Me later married
a Mrs.* .Harriott Dross foster in. 1858# Thera were four
children by that marriage * .Bulloch, die# m
7*
IfOi* 'due to infirmities of old age an# was laid to rest
in Liverpool. Courtney* Confederate lesearch geview#
Mo* 2# p, a*
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■fu® British foreign Enlistment Act of 1819 consisted
of twelve sections*
subjects*

these sections related t# four

first# they repealed all former statutes

m

the subject!.second, they defined tee acts which -tee
British legislators regarded as acts which a neutral
should not permit to be done within its jurisdiction.!
third, they provided methods of prosecuting: persons
found guilty of commit ting tee acts prohibited by tee
statute# an# they indicate# the punishments to be
inflicted, upon them when convicted! fourth# they exempted
certain parts of the Empire from the operation of tee
statute *
the acts which, if committed within the territory
of the neutral# were- .regarded as violations of its
international duties..# were enumerated in the second#
fifth# sixth# seventh and eighth sections of the
statute*
Acts which were to be prevented within a neutral
territory during times of war were*

*ixeentire Documents, tel* 1* Wo* 11# pp* 48*49.

the recruitment of subjects or eltimena of
the neutral# to he employed in the military
or naval service of a foreign Government or
of persons assuming to exercise the powers
of government over any part of foreign terri*
toryi or the acceptance of a commission#
warrant# or appointment for such service by
such a'person! or the enlisting or ■■■agreeing
to enlist in such service! the act in each
case being done without the leave or license
of the Sovereign* ■
the receiving on hoard a'vessel# for.the
purpose of transporting from- a neutral port#
persons who may■have been so recruited or
commissioned* or the transporting such, per*
sons from & neutral- port* Authority is
given to m i m the vessels violating these
provisions*

Wm equipping, furnishing#' fitting out#-.or
aiming a vessel# with intent or In order that
it may be employed in the service of such
foreign Government# or of persons assuming to
exercise the powers of government- over any
part of a foreign country# as a transport
or store*ship# or to- cruise or carry on war
against m power with which, the neutral is
at peace!'.or the delivering a ■commission
for'such vessel# the act in each case being
done without the: leave or license- of the
Sovereign*
The augmenting the warlike force of such a
vessel of war fey adding, to the number of
guns# fey changing those on hoard for other
guns# or fey the addition of any equipment
of war# if such vessel at the time of its
arrival in the dominions of tee neutral was
a vessel of war in tee service of such foreign
Government# .or of such persons# tee act feeing
done without the leave or license- of the
Sovereign*

m vm

moohmhTtom

tietorJLa JUr
. Whereas we are happily at peace with all
sovereigns* powers* and state#! tod whereas
hostilities have unhappily commenced between
the government of the United States of America
and certain States styling -themselves the Con*
federate states of toeyi#&!
tod wtoreas we, being at peace with the
gmmmmmmt of the United States# have declared
pur royal determination to maintain a'strict
ami impartial neutrality in toe contest between
the' said contending parties* .
Me therefore have thought fit*, by and with
toe advice of our privy 'council* to issue this
tor royal,'-pro#.lamatiofi|
to# we do hereby strictly charge and command
all our loving subjects to. observe a strict
neutrality in and during the aforesaid hos»
tilities*,and to abstain from violating or
contravening either toe laws and statutes
of toe realm in this 'behalf* or toe law •of
nations in relation thereto# as they will
answer to toe contrary at toeir peril*
tod. whereas* in and by .a certain statute
made and passed in toe f§to year of his .
,
Majesty King Oeorge the lit#' intituled %n
act to prevent to# enlisting or engagement
of his Majesty1# subjects to serve in a
foreign service* and toe fitting out or
equipping*' in his Majesty1# dominions*. .
vessels for warlike purposes* without his
Majesty's license# it is among other things*
declared and enacted as follows!
“fhat if any natural^bom subject of his
Majesty,u Sec*, ftd clause of toe foreign
enlistment actfj

utive Documents* Vol. VI# Mo* 11* p.*. Ifl*

tod it is' in and. by toe said act further
enacted*. *Tfhat if any person within any part .
of' 'the United Kingdom* &#♦,. (Sth clause of
the foreign ■enilstms^ aet*|lloi% in order that 'none of our subjects
may -unwarily render.themselves liable to the
penalties .imposed by toe’said statute*, we do
hereby, strictly- command that no person or'
persons whatsoever .do commit any act.*- matter*
or thing whatsoever contrary to'the provisions
of:the said statute* upon pain of .the-several
penalties.; by the said statute imposed, and of
ear high .displeasure^",
tod-we do hereby further warn''ail' our loving
subjests*- and 'all •person^ -whosoever entitled
to our protection, that if any of them.-shall'
p«#uito*‘-lf& oontempt-of this-our- royal procla
mation* -and .of-'ouT' >higb displeasure* to do any
acts in derogation of ^toeir-'duty as subjects .-of
a neutral sovereign to"the said, contest, or in
violation'’or contravention of the law of. nations
in that behalf % a s ;for s^i^ie*. and more eape~
dally* -by entering, into--'the military service
of either-'of the ■said,contending parties as
commissioned ar non*cofiidLssioned.v officers o r :
soldiers! or .by serving as. officers* sailors*
or marines# on'-board a n y ship or vessel of
war or transport'*of or In the service' ofeltoer of -the a d d contending..parties! or
by serving as,officers# sailors* or marines#,
on board any ship'.or vessel' of war 'or trans
port of’.-or . t o the service of either of the
said -centering /partiesj or 'by-'serving- ad
officers* sailors*'
.or marines on board any
privateer, bearing letters of marque "of or
fieta-either .of the- said, contending-parties!
or by^ engaging to go or going to any., place
beyond -the. seas with.. Intent to enlist or
engage- in any such- service* or by -procuring
or attempting to 'procure'.within her Majesty's
dominions# at home or ’abroad*, or others to do
so.!-'or- by ■fitting -out* ■arming* or: equipping
any ship or vessel to be employed as a ship
of war*, or- privateer*., or transport* by either
of the said contending parties! or- by breaking
or endeavoring to break any bloekade lawfully
and actually established by or on behalf of
either of toe said- contending parties! or by
carrying officers* soldiers* dispatches* arms,

military stores or .materials, '-or any .article or
article# tonaidored .and- deemed to be contraband
of war according to the law or. modern-usage of
nations* for the use.-or. service of either of
toe said contending parties,-, all 'persons -so
offending will incur and be -liable to the ■^
several penalties and penal
■by-%he said statute* m W the law of: nation#
in' that behalf imposed or denomeed*

■ ted .we do;hereby declare, that .all. our

>

subjects and.'-persons entitled to our pro* -■ ■
feectlon who may misoondmoi' themselves* totoe premises will do .0 0 at toeir peril -and
of their own wrong, and that they will.-in :
nowise obtain any protection .from us against
any llaMlltie# or penal consequence#,- but
will# on the- contrary, incur our high iis* ■

pleasure fey such misoonduot*

.*

'.

iivem at our court at toe White .ledge*
Etoiuaeiid Park* this 13to day of .May, In
toe year of our lord ISS1, and in the 34th
year of our reign*
tod save the %ieen*

AFFENMX C
A C H A R T OF T H E N A V A L H IS T O R IE S OF T H E C O N F E D E R A T E
C R U I3 E R 3 OF E U R O P E A N O R IG IN *
me by tvbicb
is best known.
Names of
tmmanders.

Dockyard or
first name.

Date started to
bu ild or acquired.
Place of origin.

. Contract
negotiated by ■

First sailing date.
Nam es of supply
vessels.

Captured ships .
arm ed and com
missioned at sea.

Eventual fate

Manassas
and
Oreto

B u ilt at Liverpool
by W . C. M ille r &
Sons. W o rk started
in June, 186 1 .

J. D . Bulloch

From Liverpool,
M ar. 2 2 , 186 2 .
Bahama and
,.Prince A lfre d

Lapw ig (O re to ), .: ‘
M a r.‘ 28. 1 86 3 . com.
S. W . Averett; .
com. R. S. Floyd.
Clarence, M ay 6 ;,
Tacony, M ay 10;
Archer, June 15;
com. Charles W .
Read

No. 290
and
Enrica

B u ilt at Birkenhead
by the Lairds.
W o rk started
August, 186 1 .

J. D . Bulloch

From Liverpool,
July 2 9 , 1 8 6 2 .
A ggripina

Tuscaloosa, June 21,'
1 86 3 . (o rig in , the
C onrad) .
com. John Low*

ana
Sinclair

Construction ordered
in the spring o f 186 2

J. D . Bulloch

.From Liverpool,
Jan. 2 1 . 1 86 3 .

Forth’s
id"

B u ilt at Glasgow by
G . and J. Thom pson
M ay, 1862.

Lt. James H . N o rth

Sold to D en m ark

Canton

Glasgow
July, 186 2

George T . Sinclair

Detained by B ritish,
N o v . 1 8 6 3 : then
retained by builders.

N o. 294 , N o . 295
Tem porary names
during Egyptian deal:
E l Tousson
E l Mounassit

Birkenhead,
July, 186 2

J. D . Bulloch

Seized by B ritish.
Oct. 186 3 . Bougnt
for their navy.

Became part of
British N avy,
(M a y 20. 1 8 6 4 )
under names
Scorpion and
W ivern.

Japan

D um barton,
Launched
Jan. 10. 1 86 3 .

M . F. M aury

From Greenock,
Scotland
A p r. 2, 186 3 .
A la r

A rm am ent dismantled
in Liverpool, M ay 2,
186 4 . Ostensibly
sold and sent to
Lisbon, Aug. 8,
1 8 6 4 . Captured Aug.
15 by U.S.S.
N iagara.
•

B u ilt at Liverpool by
W . C. M ille r.
Launched
M a r. 7, 1 8 6 3 .

B uilt for Fraser,
Tre n h o lm w ho in 
tended to present her
to Confederacy.
Though small,
Bulloch admits she
could have been
armed ( I , 3 3 8 - 3 9 ) .

Seized by British
A pr. 5, 1 86 3 .
Released A pr. 1 86 4 .

N a m e changed to
M ary. Sailed for
Bermuda, etc.; again
seized in Nassau,
Dec. 13, 1 8 6 4 . H e ld
for tria l u n til end
of war.

J. D . Bulloch

From London
Oct. 8, 186 4 .
Laurel

Turned over to
British at Liverpool,
N ov. 6 , 1 8 6 5 .
Surrendered to U .S.
and sold to Sultan
of Zanzibar. Sank
in storm in In dian
Ocean, 1 8 7 9 .

From W ilm in g to n ,
Oct. 2 9 . 1 8 6 4 .

Burned after fa ll of
Ft. Fisher in 1 8 6 5 .

M a ffitt
Barney
M o rris

na
el Semmes

aird
d rams

L M aury

Virginia

dr a

ndoJh
Waddell

Sea K in g

Purchased Sept. 2 0 ,
1 8 6 4 > H a d madeone voyage to
Bombay.

tmauga
Ikinson

Edith

B u ilt in England as
blockade runner, and
made several trips in
spring o f 186 4 .
Acted as cruiser
from Oct. 29 to
N o v . 19. 1 8 6 4 .

Captured by U.S.S.
Wachusett at Bahia,
B razil Oct. 7, 186 4 .
Sunk at H am pto n
Roads, V a .,
N o v . 2 8 , 1 86 4 .

Sunk by U.S. S.
'Kearsarge off the
coast of France,
June 19. 186 4 .
W recked M a r. 19,
1 8 6 3 , trying to
enter Charleston.
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